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There never was an album like this.
"The Best off Mountain”:
an historic collection
off their monumental music.
“Mississippi Queen”"Nantucket Sleighride,”
“Theme for an Imaginary Western,"
“Roll Over Beethoven,""For Yasgur’s Farm,"
“The Animal Trainer and the Toad, ”
"Neverin My Life,""Don’t Look Around,"
"Crossroader,”"Taunta,”"King’s Chorale,"
“Boys in the Band”

J
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"The Best off Mountain!’
Felix Pappalardi, Leslie West,
Corky Laing and Steve Knight.
On Columbia Windfall Records
Where better minds are blown.
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REPORTS FROM BACKSTAGE
4
N SHOOTS BACK WITH ’PIANO PLAYER’
making of the Crocodile Rocker’s new LP
□st shook the elfin thumper off his piano bench
= and for all.
-JD TRAFFIC’S ‘FANTASY FACTORY’—
APALDI FLIES WHILE WINWOOD HIDES
24
aldi was barreling across the English countryside
n he spotted a stand of ancient Druid boulders—
‘Roll Right Stones.”
£ COOPER: BILLION DOLLAR BABIES
OME OF AGE
. 31
night, Alice stalked the Spanish streets of a
ary Island town, penning ghostly new lyrics
“I Love The Dead.”
SUDDEN COMEBACK OF ERIC CLAPTON
44
le the Derek and the Dominos Live album was
TOtizing Americans. Eric Clapton was on an English
e stripping off his mantle of solitude.
EERIE ROOTS OF LOU REED’S NEW
■RANSFORMER’
50
’s lurid songs of men in nylons and lip gloss
more than just a fantasy.
E, TULL AND ELP SWEEP THE CIRCUS/
47
HURE POLL
:us readers pin down the best rock performers
ne last twelve months.
) FOXX: TV’s LECHEROUS CON MAN
53
nly took Redd’s new fans three months to make
ford Son the hottest show on TV. So how come.
Redd, it took them thirty-five years to discover himl
ER NEARLY NUDE FOR NICARAGUA
64
i whirlwind charity concert in L.A.. Jagger flung
self into the vanguard of the bare-skinned
oration.
BOWIE-BOLAN BATTLE
68
wie is a lame brain,” snapped Marc Bolan over a
ago. “Bolan’s prissy and fey,” Bowie snapped back.
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takes a running leap downhill, the Bee Gees sink
c to their past and the Hollies dash into a fresh
dawn.
HE HORIZON
e Midler blasts off on breast-power; Focus flips
of the classical jail; and an ex-Burrito takes
>n his own.
RECORD LOVER’S GUIDE
cream of the month’s LP’s churned into
ery mini-reviews.
3ICK OF THE MONTH
one LP that stands out like an elephant in a
se factory.
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k Sabbath tackles Alice and Tull on the monthly
us LP chart.
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Elton Shoots Bock
With 'Piano Player'

His new LP came on the heels of an earthshaking
tour. But the making of the album almost
shook the elfin thumper
off his piano bench once and for all.

-

by Barbara Graustark

r

Elton John: Uncle Sam couldn’t surpass
Elton in his red, blue and silver suit . . .
and $1000 glitter shower.

a
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The high-energy ball of color was
Elton John. The twenty-four-year-old
pianist had just completed his second
major American tour, a ten-week pro
gression of pop hysteria and musical
madness that climaxed in June with
Elton being dubbed the new Rock
King Of The Seventies, a whirling
dervish of piano know-how and the
atrical grandeur. And Elton was firm
ly convinced that, with the release of
four LP's in one year, he had reached
his peak.
But a mere eighteen months later,
following a serious summer in France
recording material for his eighth LP,
Don't Shoot Me I’m Only The Piano
Player (on Uni Records), Elton was
back in the States for a two-month
tour of America—a tour that would
surpass his wildest dreams and would
see even his strongest critics dashing
back to their office cubicles after his
concerts to sing his praises with
phrases like “most exciting performer
in the world," “America’s greatest
adopted rock ’n roll star," and “better
show than the last Stones’ tour.”
Elton’s show: From New York’s
staid Carnegie Hall to Los Angeles’
jam-packed Forum, overwhe’med fans
literally danced in the aisles, hung
precariously over balconies, and rush
ed the stage as Uncle Elton Sam,
resplendent in his high silver boots,
top hat, and silver, red and blue
striped lame suit, pranced his way
to ovation after ovation, tossed lolli
pops and kisses with cohort “Legs”
Larry Smith at a grateful audience,
staged giant bunny kicks and head
stands on his piano keys, and danced
his way into the hearts and heads
of thousands of American fans to
the tune of “Singin’ In The Rain”—
and to a $1000 shower of glitter.
The dazzling parade of John-mania
exploded over a country that had
come to believe it could see nothing
more extraordinary than a gallowed
Alice or an orange-haired David

Elton John: He had to interrupt his Amc
ican tour for a Royal Command Perforr
a nee before the Queen—the first pop st
to be so honored since The Beatles.

Where was
while Elton was recording
10,000 miles across the
ing bait on the bank of
River.

n
r

Bernie Taupln
the new album?
Atlantic, string
the Mississippi

that he had gone further than he had
ever imagined he could. And the
rush of anxious young fans to their
local record- stores following the re
lease of his new LP in late January—
only two months after the completion
of his fifty-five-city tour—seemed
to prove that there was no end in
sight to the acrobatic superstar’s pop
ularity.
Puzzling LP: Released at the highpoint of his career and chock full of
the abounding rock ’n roll tunes and
moving, mellow-tinged ballads that had
made his live appearances so suc
cessful, the album appeared to have
been recorded in a fit of outrageous
good humor and zesty effervescence.
But the exuberance on the new album
would soon prove enigmatic. In a
series of interviews, Elton admitted
that the album came not from his
high-spirited musical reincarnation—
but from one of the lowest points in
his life ... a time of great mental
and physical stress.
What elements were combining to
shatter the nerves of the ebullient
Elton? The stop' goes back before
the LP’s recording last June. During
the latter part of 1971, Elton had
been the victim of a series of hard
hitting knocks by critical members of
the press corps—the very same re
porters who had praised Elton earlier.
He himself admitted that “the pub
lic was getting bored with Elton
John.” The release of four LP’s in
1971 had hurt, rather than aided him,
and he was dubbed “over-hyped
and over worked" by the music col
umnists. His stage act was termed
“too theatrical" by near-sighted mem
bers of the press team, who refused
to see that the show was merely an
extension of Elton's own personality
and brand of music. “It wasn’t any
desperation to be successful,” he later
told one reporter. “I just wanted to
get away from the thing that every
one else was doing. I could have
come out onstage in a pair of levis,
a cowboy shirt and boots, and every
one would have said, ‘Wow.’ But I
would have been bored to death . . .
I like it when someone puts on a
good show. Ninety percent of my act
is music, the heart of it is music,
but the ten percent theatrics is fun.
For me and for my audience.”
Rolling with the punches: Yet the
knocks hurt Elton. Madman Across
The Water had received some critical
acclaim, but many reviews termed it
“an over-orchestrated, overly-dramatic LP.” “Of course I was worried
when it didn’t sell,” he admitted rue
fully. “When something like that hap
pens, your ego is immediately deflated
. . . probably it was released at a time
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XIT"hile kids from Baltimore to New
W Orleans were “rockin’ and bop
pin’ to the Crocodile Rock,” a more
mellow tune from Don't Shoot Me
was patiently working its way up the
charts. The single, a touching tribute
to a friend called “Daniel," was laud
ed by many as the finest Elton single
to date.
But several months back, in Janu
ary, Elton worried that “Daniel”
would never be released at all. Ac
cording to Dick James, Elton’s man
ager and song publisher, the tune
lacked commercial appeal and would
harm the LP’s sales. The record big
wigs tried in vain to convince the
fiery pianist to select a more upbeat
tune as the follow-up to the million
selling “Crocodile Rock" but the
stock songwriter angrily sputtered,
“It’s one of the best songs we’ve writ
ten. I don’t care whether it’s a hit or
not. I just want it out!"
Two weeks after the war broke out
in the Elton camp, the Herculean
piano-thumper appeared the winner
and still champion . . . the single was
released, although in England Elton
was forced into the unorthodox posi
tion of paying all advertising costs
himself. But the cloudy tale of "Dan
iel” ended ironically with a silver lin
ing. Quipped Elton sarcastically,
“Dick says he’ll pay me back for the
advertisements if the single makes
the Top Ten. Isn’t that nice?"
Elton John: “He’s the most least likely
maker of meaningful statements you’ll
ever meet,’’ said Elton kiddingly of Bernie
Taupin. But he fought tooth and nail to
get Bernie’s song on the air.

when people were sick of Elton John
and Elton John records.”
And the constant string of tours—
in one year, Elton toured America
four times, and covered England,
Australia, Japan and Europe—had
taken their physical toll on the sensi
tive superstar. “Madman marked an
end of an era,” he said optimistically.
“From now on, I will only put out
one LP at a time, and I only want
to do one American tour a year.”
Soon after the release of Honky
Chateau, in early 1972, Elton took
off for France to begin work on
Piano Player. He was still under
tremendous pressures fjom the re
cording of Chateau several months
earlier and was still nervously await
ing the impact of that LP on the Top
Ten Charts when he arrived at
Strawberry Studios, four separate
studios neatly enveloped by a 16th
Century castle forty-five minutes out
side of Paris. “When I got to France,
I was very ill with glandular fever,”
Elton revealed. “The first day I was
there, I turned to Gus Dudgeon (his
producer) and said, ‘I don’t think
I can make this album.’ I was really
under a strain ... we all were,”
he adds.
Davey's dilemma: An additional
strain came with Elton’s decision to
add ex-Magna Carta guitarist Davey
Johnstone to his permanent band.
Davey had done session work with
Elton as far back as 1971, with the
recording of Madman. But he hadn’t
made a formal debut with the group
until February 5th, 1972, at London’s
Royal Festival Hall. “Too much has
been focused on me,” Elton said by
way of an explanation. “I’ve been
lead instrument, rhythm instrument
and voice. We’re ready to spread out,
get a fuller effect.”
But the thought of a trial period
with Davey might have filled Elton
with trepidation. How would Davey
fit into their musical scheme? “It’s
hard,” Elton admitted, “to find some
one to step into a group that’s been
playing together for two years. You
can never be sure if someone is going
to fit into a band or not. But I think
that if we hadn’t gotten Davey, the
band would have broken up. I really
wanted to retire . . . with no lead
guitar I was having to play the same
things; and we’d gone as far as we
could go.”
Musical pen-pal: When Elton left
for France in June, he carried with
him one bare track for the upcoming
LP. Where was the wordy half of the
songwriting team, lyricist Bernie Tau
pin? While Elton and the band pre
pared to work out arrangements in
their own private 16 and 32 track
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studios, Bernie was 10,000 miles
away from the massive, antique-filled
castle, lying under the shade of a
tree in the hot Mississippi sun. “We
basically spent our summer fishing
for catfish,” he told interested ob
servers. Bernie and his wife, Maxine,
were touring the American country
side for the summer; but in between
sunbathing and popping catfish into
the sizzling pan, he found the time
to pen ten new tunes and airmail
them to Elton in France.
One cut, in particular, pleased El
ton immensely—“I’m Gonna Be A
Teenage Idol.” Elton dedicated the
fast-moving tune to Marc Bolan. “I
checked it out with Marc,” Elton
grins, “and he approved.”
Well, it makes me laugh, Lord,
it makes me cry
And I think for once let me just
get high
Let me get electric, put a silk
suit on,
Turn my old guitar into a tommy
gun

1

And root, toot, shoot myself
to fame
Every kid alive gonna know
my name
An overnight phenomenon, like
there’s never been
A motivated, supersonic king
of the scene . . .
Bolan's birthday: While some might
wonder why Elton would dedicate one
song to the likes of Marc Bolan,
Elton had a perfectly logical explana
tion. “On an early press release of
mine (back in 1970) I said 1 de
tested pretentious groups like Tyran
nosaurus Rex,” he recalled with a
giggle. “Then I met Marc one day in
a record shop and he sent me up about
it. Then I didn’t know what to send
Marc for a Christmas present, so I
sent him a life-size picture of me,
one with a dartboard where the head
should be. Then, when it was my
birthday, he outdid me—sent me a
27-foot blow up of himself, which
arrived in a great big van, plus the
silver record for ‘Jeepster.’ ”
Elton’s friendship with Bolan grew
so strong, in fact, that one news
paper reported Elton had been de
fending Marc to the likes of David
Bowie. “I’d always stick up for Marc
—I like him,” the Honky Cat said
by way of tribute to the corkscrewringleted idol.
Elton’s antics: Reminiscences of Bo
lan, Jerry Lee Lewis’ jumpin’ jive
music (“Crocodile Rock”) and mu
sical satires fill the new LP. Elton
pounds a bee-bop-a-loo-bop “Teacher
I Need You” to the plaintive wail of a

lovesick schoolboy:
/ was sitting in the classroom
Trying to look intelligent
In case the teacher looked at me
She was long and she was lean
She’s a middle-aged dream,
And that lady means the whole
world to me . . .
I’ve got John Wayne stance
I’ve got Errol Flynn advances
And it doesn’t mean a doggone
thing . . .
Yet he easily mellows to a simple
love song—“Daniel,” one of the most
distinguished cuts on the album—a
first-quality tribute to a friend:

Oh. Daniel, my brother
You are older than me
Do you still feel the pain
Of the scars that won’t heal?
Muskogee spoof: One of Elton’s
uncanny talents is his ability to rock,
then mellow suddenly into a humor
ous parody, like “Texan Love Song.”
Behind his lonesome accordion-sound 
ing harmonium, Elton wails a spoof
of the Merle Haggard school of mu
sical thought that would set the prai
rie dogs loose on the settlers:
You out of town guys sure think
you’re real keen
Think all of us boys here are
homespun and green
But that’s wrong my friend, so
get this through your head
We’re tough and we’re Texan
with necks good and red . . .
So it’s ki-i-yippie-yi-yi
You long hairs are sure
gonna die . . .
R ’n R disciple: If there seems to
be a stronger flavor of rock ’n roll
on this LP than on the mellow sound
ing Honky Chateau, there’s good
reason. Elton revealed, “I’ve lived
with this LP, and it’s got more balls.
I haven’t really got the voice to sing
ballsy songs ... I’d love to stand
there and scream. This is more of a
band album. It’s better than just Elton
John and his god damned piano."
Two years ago, Maxine Taupin had
to persuade Elton to don his famed
purple pantyhose at a Boston concert.
Today, he swings back with a sharp
left hook at those near-sighted critics
who still pan his stage act as theatrical
“sham.” “Why do you think I kick
away my piano at a certain point
in my act and go for a rock ’n roll
party? It’s because that was the mu
sic I came up with. I find it fun.
“Why is everything so doomy on the
scene today? I never wanted to enter
tain. I just wanted to write songs.

But now that I’m onstage, I’m going
to put on a show. Entertain them—
that’s my thing. We’ve got to cut
out this drabness if young audiences
are to be kept interested in groups
for a long time.”
Led Zep take note: With "Croco
dile Rock” heading straight for the
#1 spot on the charts and the LP
bound to beat the same hasty dash up
the Top Ten ladder, Elton can rest
assured that his fans are more than
just interested. The results of the tour
saw Elton outranking the Stones in
the eyes of many as the top live per
former of 1972. And the tiny elfin
piano-thumper seemed rested and
calm when he retreated to a Jamaican
studio recently to begin work on an
other LP. Glandular fever and shat
tered nerves were far behind: yet,
riding the crest of a wave, Elton still
wore a worried frown. “I don’t know
how to evaluate my music,” he hon
estly revealed. “Does this sort of
thing appeal to Led Zeppelin fans?”
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Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N. Y. 10017

Letters
THE CASE OF THE
MISSING MUSICIANS
I was disgusted to see you omitted
Michael Shrieve of Santana from the
drummer nominees in your poll sec
tion. ... It seems crazy that I have
to write to an American magazine
about a drummer who lives in your
country . . .
Yours faithfully,
Jill Priest
An irate Santana Fan
London, England

How could you call those people
(Howard Stein, Terry Knight, etc.)
experts? For best group they put crap
like Alice Cooper, Black Sabbath,
Three Dog Night, Uriah Heep, and
Bread on the list, but great bands like
Chicago and The Band aren’t even on
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I can’t understand how you can
make such a big mistake by not listing
Keith Richards, one of the best gui
tarists and greatest songwriters of any
group in existence today . . .
Joseph Panasiewicz
(no address given)

I was severely disappointed to find
that Led Zep and its members were
listed in only two categories (group
and drums). C'mon now, everyone
knows that Jimmy Page has been one
of rock’s premiere guitarists . . . and
Robert Plant is easily a better vocalist
than Jagger, Dylan, Cooper, Wolf,
Young, Farner, etc. And then there
is the bass playing of John Paul Jones
(listen to “The Lemon Song”). An
other suspicious thing is Terry Knight
being listed in the category of best
producer. Another magazine gave
Knight the Lee Harvey Oswald Mem
orial Award for his never-ending at
tempts to assassinate rock ’n roll. How
appropriate.
John E. Boger
Topeka, Kansas
Where is Edgar Winter (and his
group) mentioned once (in the poll).
. . . Next, I know that people keep
asking Edgar where his brother is,
but maybe you know! He sure as hell
isn’t in the best guitarist column! . . .
The best member of Uriah Heep, lead
singer Dave Byron, was not among
those listed for best male vocalist . . .
Where is Curtis Mayfield . . . Why
is it that B.B. King is not on the best
guitarist list? My main gripe is that
Tim Bogert was never mentioned. He
deserves to be in the bass guitarists
category just as much as Messrs.
Bruce, Cassady, Squire, and Lake do.
... To top everything off, Carmine
Appice was not mentioned for best
drummer . . .
Peter Scarlata
Bay Shore, New York

R E
s

the ballot . . . For best male vocalist
why aren’t Ian Gillan (Deep Purple),
Robert Plant (Led Zep) and Rod
Stewart on the list when queers like
Alice Cooper and David Bowie are?
Dave
Clifton, New Jersey

s

This is inconceivable: a music mak
ers award poll that doesn’t include the
King Of Rock Stardom, Rod Stewart.
What about Lindisfarne—they have
made a big dent in bringing happy mu
sic Stateside, but in your poll, nothing.

Steve Howe of Yes, one of the real
exciting guitar players receives no rec
ognition; Leon Russell, nothing also.
What does seem to be a bone of con
tention is that Grand Funk have made
it under five respective categories . . ■
All I suggest is that your “panel of
experts” check out the inner sanctum
of their mind and sec how many poor
souls they've left off honorable Poll.
Benson Young,
Hyde Park, Massachusetts

. . . Also left out of the running
were Bill Ward (drummer) and Ozzie
Osbourne (singer) of Black Sababth.
Dick
Montoursville. Pennsylvania
BOWIE BACKERS
To hype-halers Ronald and Scott in
your January issue: There are those
who claim David Bowie is a hype.
Screw them! In the capitalist record
biz which considers artists as products,
everything is hyped. Some live up to
it and some don’t.
I had the experience of seeing David
onstage in Memphis. He was fan
tastic! And the Spiders were dyna
mite loo. Although his act might be
loo stylized and tongue-in-cheek for
the Grand
Funk/Black
Sabbath
crowd, Bowie himself comes across
not as a faggot plastic spaceman but
as a real, extremely talented and al
together beautiful person. He was in
deed a “rockin’ rollin’ bitch” for us.
I was so knocked out by his perform
ance I went out and bought all his
albums. After listening to them for
two months, I’ve come to the conclu
sion that David Bowie may be over
hyped but he is still vastly underrated.
Also a hype-hater,
Claire MacArthur
Middletown, Kentucky

ELTON ROCKETS BACK UP
I just had to write and congratulate
you guys on your story about the
Seven Most Outrageous Rock Stars
of 1972 (January ’73). It was one of
the most interesting and well-written
stories I have ever read in your maga
zine . . . One thing I’ve got to pat you
on the back for is your selection of
Elton John and your story of his
"comeback.” It’s high time this man
was recognized for what he is—a
highly talented performer and a dedi
cated musician. Let’s hear it for Elton
John (and Circus')!
J.M.
Newark, New Jersey
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HEEP TUG-OF-WAR
You did a good article on a lousy
band. Uriah Heep stinks! Onstage
(the singer) is too busy balancing the
mike stand on his nose to worry about
trivial things like singing. The guitar
ist is a big dumb ox, and the drummer
must have been doped up the night
they played Chicago . . .
Vic Stanley
Gurnee, Illinois

I would like to congratulate John
Swenson on his superb article on
Uriah Heep (January ’73). Very well
done. Uriah Heep is a very good
group and swiftly becoming one of the
best bands around. Lyrically, they’re
fabulous, with most of the credit at
tributed to Ken Hensley. . . I think
their new LP The Magician’s Birthday
is truly a masterpiece, and I encourage
music freaks who appreciate good
music to buy it. You won't regret it.
Paul Zimmerman
Beloit, Wisconsin
WHO’S THE MAIN MAN
In your January issue of Circus I
thought it was unfair of one of your
critics to say that the Who could not
make it without Peter Townshend.
True, he and John Entwistle could
probably make it better on their own,
but I don’t think this magnificent
group would be as successful without
the likes of Roger Daltry’s great vo
cals, which seem perfect for the Who’s
type of music, and Keith Moon’s
superior drumming ability. I am not
downgrading Pete Townshend and
John Entwistle, but this combination
of great talent has made the Who one
of the best groups around.
Peter McClanaghan
Providence, Rhode Island

RIGHTING A REDNECK
How could you print such bull?
I was really starting to get into your
magazine until you printed the letter
from that Augusta. Georgia, reader
regarding Humble Pie in your January
issue.
Peter Frampton did not leave Hum
ble Pie with a case of the “Steve Mar
riotts.” He left with a case of the
“longing for the spotlight.” Steve Mar
riott was, is, and always will be the
star of Humble Pie. I am not putting
Frampton down. I think he is a fan
tastic guitarist—if you don’t believe
me, just listen to “Strange Days,” or
“Stone Cold Fever,” or “Red Light
Mama” ... I will also admit Smokin’
is pretty bad off. That’s because
Frampton isn’t there. But Marriott
did not force him out. He left of his

The Hollies
GivethI

They gave you"Bus Stop!’
"Carrie-Anne," "Look Through
Any Window””He Ain’t Heavy,”
and their most recentJ’Long Cool
Woman”
And now comes their finest
moment,"Romany,"the new

album from the e ver-resourceful
Hollies.
"Romany,’’with sweet
harmonies, cascading melodies,
self production. Plus those mad,
rollicking songs that The Hol lies
have never stopped giving.

The Hollies/Romany
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LETTERS

Badfinger

own accord. The boy who wrote that
letter is also wrong about “30 Days
In The Hole.” It’s a great song by a
still great group. In his letter, he
states, “Marriott didn't even let Greg
Ridley sing one song.” He is right.
Ridley sang on two, yes, two songs!:
“You're So Good To Me,” and “Sweet
Peace and Time.” Finally, he says
“Marriott and that fool Dave Clempson piffed all the lyrics to themselves.”
This is also false. Clempson sings
background vocals on two songs only.
Please print this and let everyone
learn the truth about a fantastic band.
Jim Flannery
Steamboat Springs, Colorado
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plays
Ovation
“Day
Alter Day**
(Send 35rf for Badfinger Poster in a tube.)
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG®
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BITING THE HAND
THAT FEEDS SABBATH
I am writing in disgust about the
article on Black Sabbath in your Feb
ruary issue of Circus. Who the hell
do they think they are? Please let
them know that we people in the
United States don't need their Muzak,
we're content with the Allman Broth
ers, Traffic, Tull, and even Grand
Funk. Who the hell do they think
made their records gold? And they
have the nerve to put us down and
call us “bastard groupies!’’ That’s
right, Ozzie, the Americans had no
part in your fame and your gold rec
ords, so keep putting us down. Oh,
yes, and about the American disregard
for human life—why don’t you take
your troops out of Ireland? America
is full of paranoid people because of
pollution and drugs—but look both
ways! England has its problems, too.
I feel that every rock fan was kicked
in the ass by them. After all they said,
they still plan another U.S. tour!
Ozzie, don’t show your face in New
York City.
Agarn,
New York, New York
NEIL YOUNG BLOOPER
In your February ’73 issue, you
have an article which mentions “while
America and Neil Young were calmly
shaking hands in the pastures of Neil’s
ninety thousand acre ranch . . .” The
problem is my friend refuses to be
lieve this. He says it was a misprint.
I don’t agree with him (Ha). Would
you please say who’s right?
Sydmikebarrett
Brooklyn, New York
Editor’s note: Ugh! Phew! Gasp!
?/!!!* Our writer is now being stretch
ed on the rack for making this bloop
er. Actually, the text should have read
ninety acre ranch, and your friend
was right. Our eager writer gave Neil
half of Northern California.

I am writing this letter after reading
your extremely outrageous reviews of
the Bee Gees’ latest album To Whom
It May Concern in the January issue
by Janis Schacht and Ed Naha.
As a Bee Gees admirer I wish to
point out the following: #1—the Bee
Gees, one of the best British groups,
have more talent in their little fingers
than the over-hyped and non-talented
likes of David Bowie, Alice Cooper,
and T. Rex which your magazine is
always writing articles on. #2—the
songs on this album still have some
thing new to say. The Bee Gees write
subtle and elusive music which is not
always “schlock romantic rock” if you
wish to immerse yourself in their own
unique style of writing. What is wrong
with “Alive,” “Never Been Alone,”
"Bad Bad Dreams” and the Mooginspired “Sweet Song of Summer?”
Who are you to say that lush orches
trations are not relevant anymore in
1972? Furthermore, the Bee Gees
have always used the mellotron.
In the future I would like to see in
Circus featured articles on the Bee
Gees, Family and Audience, all highly
talented English groups that are not
over-hyped and who are rarely men
tioned in your magazine. Thanks for
listening.
Lorraine Furtick
Mount Vernon, New York

Singing idol of teen-agers, David
Cassidy, co-star of the popular
TV show “The Partridge Family,”
has a message about cigarettes for
his friends an<| fans everywhere.
“Don’t be a drag.” advises the
youthful star. “I quit cigarettes.
So can you. Give it a try. And
here’s your best tip, from the
American Cancer Society: ‘If you
don’t smoke, don’t start!*”

Hick/ Hike

A microphone is known by the company it keeps, and the Rolling Stones
are some company — as millions of fans throughout the world will attest! As
a matter of fact, our Unidyne and Unisphere microphones keep regular com
pany with just about everybody else who’s somebody on the entertainment
scene: Led Zeppelin, Sha-Na-Na, The Association, The Faces, The Who, The
5th Dimension, Carpenters, Sergio Mendes & Brasil '77, The Beach Boys,
Paul Anka, Lainie Kazan, John Gary, David Cassidy, The Dells, Tommy
James, and so many others that we can’t list them all. Need we say more?
Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204.
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national Scenes
NEW YORK

MARCH 16-17
Fair
CHEECH
Westbury Music
CHONG (Westbury)
MARCH 17
Concert — STEELY DAN (Long Island)
Radio City Music Hall — PINK FLOYD
(NYC)
MARCH 18
Philharmonic Hall — AL GREEN (NYC)
MARCH 24
MELANIE (Westbury)
Music Fair
MARCH 25
Alice Tully Hall — PAUL WILLIAMS (NYC)
Kleinhaus — B. B. KING (Buffalo)
MARCH 31
Academy of Music — QUICKSILVER (NYC)
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Rochester)
GENTLE GIANT
Academy of Music
(NYC)
APRIL 1
High
School
MELANIE
Holycross
(Flushing)
Regent Theatre — B. B. KING (Rochester)
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Plattsburg)
APRIL 6
C. W. Post College — LA BELLE (Hemp
stead)
Memorial Auditorium — PROCOL HARUM
(Utica)
APRIL 7
State University of N.Y. — EARTH, WIND
' FIRE (Albany)
Philharmonic Hall — CURTIS MAYFIELD
& TAJ MAHAL (Philharmonic Hall)
APRIL 8
State University
"
CURTIS MAYFIELD
(Stony Bn
•ook)
APRIL 11
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Syracuse)
APRIL 12
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Rochester)
APRIL 13
Academy of Music
SAVOY BROWN
(NYC)
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Buffalo)
APRIL 16
MELANIE
Holy Cross High School
(Flushing)
APRIL 19
C. W. Post College — PROCOL HARUM
(Greenvale)
APRIL 20
Carnegie Hall
MATT DAVIS (NYC)
APRIL 21
Felt Forum
PROCOL HARUM (NYC)
APRIL 22
Philharmor.i
•nic Hall — INCREDIBLE STRING
BAND (NYC)
APRIL 27
Academy of Music — STEVE MILLER
BAND & FOG HAT (NYC)

&

&

CALIFORNIA

MARCH 15
Civic Auditorium — AZTECA (San Jose)
Concert — BETTE MIDLER (Berkeley)
MARCH 16
Auditorium
AZTECA (Long Beach)
MARCH 17
Memorial iAuditorium — AZTECA (Sacramento)
Dor. Chandler Pavillion — BETTE MIDLER
(L.A.)
MARCH 18
Berkeley Comm. Theatre
BETTE MIDLER (San Francisco)
MARCH 28-31
Whiskey a Go Go — STEELY DAN (L.A.)
MARCH 31
Concert — NEIL YOUNG (Oakland)
APWhiskey a Go Go — STEELY DAN (L.A.)

Winterland — JEFF BECK (San r.ancisco)
APRIL 6
Civic Aiauditorium •— MATT DAVIS (Santa
Monica)
SANTANA (San Francisco)
Winterland
APRIL 7
Winterlaimd — YES (San Francisco)
APRIL 8
VTT DAVIS (Long Beach)
Auditorium — MA.
ANA (Berkeley)
Concert — SANTAI...
APRIL 12
Convention Center — RORY GALLAGHER
(Fresno)
APGilde1n Hall — MATT DAVIS (San Diego)
Winterland — THE KINKS
APSports4 Arena — RORY GALLAGHER (San

!

Masaonic Auditorium —■ MATT DAVIS (San
Francisco)
Art Labows Club Sunset Strip Rock &
Roll Festival (L.A.)

APRIL 15
APRiL^y RORY GALLAGHER (Long Beach)

Concert — DEEP PURPLE & FLEETWOOD
MAC (Oakland)
APRIL 28
Coliseum — RORY GALLAGHER (Oakland)

APRIL 20
BETTY WRIGHT
Lincoln Park Gym
(Fort Pieri
rce)
APRIL 22
Memorial
—
ALICE
COOPER
(JacksonVet.
ville)
APRIL 27
...
Sportatorium — PROCOL HARUM (Miami)
APRIL 28
Sports Stadium — PROCOL HARUM (Or
lando)

ALABAMA

GEORGIA

MARCH 16
MunicipalI Auditorium — BEE GEES (Birmingham)
MARCH 30
Conventic
udon Hall — SANTANA (Tuscaloosa)
MARCH 31
Memorial
lid Coliseum — SANTANA (Auburn)
APRIL 17
Municip
-’ Aud. — URIAH HEEP (Birmingipal
ham)
APRIL 19
Coliseum
McKendree SPRING (Auburn)
Univ, cof s. Alabama
URIAH HEEP
(Mobile)
APRIL 25
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Mobile)
APRIL 28
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Mobile)
APRIL 29
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Birmingham)

MARCH 22
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Savannah)
MARCH 23
OMNI — ALICE COOPER (Atlanta)
MARCH 24
Municipal Aud. — PINK FLOYD (Atlanta)
MARCH 25
Coliseum — SANTANA (Macon)
APRIL 12
Municipal Aud. — STEVEN SILLS (Municipal)
APRIL 13
. L
x
Univ, of Georgia — URIAH HEEP (Athens)
APRIL 26
___
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Atlanta)
APRIL 26
Fox Theatre — PROCOL HARUM (Atlanta)

ARKANSAS

ILLINOIS

MARCH 21
M>fRCHe27— ALICE coopER (Little Rock)

MARCH 16
.
Aiie Crown Theatre — MATT DAVIS (Chi
cago)
MARCH 16-17
GEILS BAND
Kinetic Playground
(Chicago)
MARCH 17
Arie Crown Theatre — THE ASSOCIATION
(Chicago)
MARCH 20
MERRY CLAYTON
Univ, of Illinois
(Evanston)
MARCH 23
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Chicago)
McCormick Place — BEE GEES (Chicago)
Amphitheatre — HUMBLE PIE (Chicago)
Kinetic Playground — JAMES GANG (Chi
cago)
MARCH 24
Kinetic PI’layground — FOG HAT (Chicago)
MARCH. 30-;
__-31
B. B. KING (ChiKineti:ic ~
Playground
cago)
APRIL 6
IT’S A BEAUTIFUL
Kinetic Playground
DAY^jChicago)

APRIL1 20dOUr — °AN HICKS (LA-)

APRIL1 22and — SHA NA NA (San Francisco)
APRr|LU28d°r — MARTIN

MULL (L.A.)

"oc'k)H' Auden Arena — SANTANA (Little
Roc
API
«?RIL
19
Concert
WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Little Roc

ARIZONA
APRIL 18
Expo
Cr-*-*IL°25
enter — MATT DAVIS (Phoenix)
APRIL £3
Cor.vcr.t'■
onvention ~
Center
— RORY GALLAGHER
(Phoenix)
lenix)
APRIL 26
Convention Center
RORY GALLAGHER
(Tucson)

COLORADO

MARCH 26-31
APRILS *nn — TAJ

MAHAL (Aspen)

Tulagi’s — TRACY NELSON (Boulder)

CONNECTICUT

MARCH 18
Palace Theatre
PINK FLOYD (Waterbury)
APRIL 5
Palace Theatre — PROCOL HARUM (Waterbury)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MARCH 24
Constitutition Hall — B. B. KING (Washington)
APRIL 1
Mark IV — JERRY BUTLER (Washington)
Geo. Washington Univ. — JONATHAN ED
WARDS (Washington)
APRIL 3
Cellar Door — JIM DAWSON (Washington)
APRIL 18
ERIK KAZ (Washington)
Cellar Door
APRIL 23
Cellar Door — TRACY NELSON (Washing
ton)
FLORIDA
MAP'
lRCH 16
Col
Coliseum — RORY GALLAGHER (Jacksonvide)
MARCH 23
SANTANA (North MiConveitntion Hall
ami)
MARCH 24
Stadium — SANTANA (Tampa)
MARCH 25
PINK FLOYD (St.
Bayfront Centre
Petersburg)

IDAHO
APRIL 23
„ . .
Fair Grounds — RORY GALLAGHER (Boise)

Kinetic Playground — MOTT THE HOOPLE
(Chicago)
APRIL 9
Field House — McKENDREE SPRING (Nor
mal)
APRIL 9-10
Amplihitheatre — ALICE COOPER (Chicago)
APRIL __
12
Armory — PROCOL HARUM (Rockford)
APRIL 13
PROCOL HARUM
Kinetic Playground
(Chicago)
APRIL 15
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Chicago)
APRIL 15
Quiet Night — TRACY NELSON (Chicago)
APRIL 21
Kinetic Playground — STEVE MILLER
BAND (Chicago)
APRIL 27-28
JOHNNY WINTER
Kinetic Playground
(Chicago)

INDIANA
MARCH 16
Coliseum
SANTANA (Ft.
Memoitrial
Wayne)
MARCH 23
MERRY CLAYTON (South
Notre Dame
Bend)
MARCH 30
Conventii
ntion Center — ALICE COOPER (Indiarapolis)
APRIL 8
Memoi
• rial
'
Coliseum — ALICE COOPER (Ft.
Wayne)
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Indianapolis)
APRIL 9
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR

I

The Hohner Clavinet and Pianet
have a sound all their own.
How come?
If you want an unusual electronic piano
sound, try the Pianet N. It's got a five-octave
range, stainless steel reeds, vibrato switch and
foot pedal volume control.
Naturally, both instruments are ruggedly
built and completely portable.
Play them at your music store today. See
what they can do. Maybe their unique sound
can help make your sound unique.

We invented them.
And to keep other people from copying
their unique sounds, we patented them.
You can make the Clavinet D sound like a
harpsichord. By flipping a switch, you can make
it sound like an electric guitar. Or harp.
Or spinet. Or vibes. And since it has a dynamic
keyboard, volume depends on how hard you
hit the keys.
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M. Hohner, Inc.
Dept. C-43
Andrews Road
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802

MBH

Please send me more information
on the Hohner keyboards.
name_____________ __ _______
address___________________ —
city_________________________
state________________________

<

1

'J

.Zip----------

HOHNER®

KEYBOARDS ■ GUITARS ■ AMPS • DRUMS
WE ALSO MAKE HARMONICAS.

JOE (Ft.. Wayne)
APRIL IE
State
Univ. —
Haute)

PROCOL

HARUM

(Terre

APRIL 10
Convention
(Louisville)

Centei

McKendree

spring

LOUISIANA
IOWA

MARCH 17
Concert — B. B. KING (Sioux City)
MARCH 18
Univ. of Iowa — B. B. KING (Des Moines)
MARCH 31
Univ. of Iowa — TRACY NELSON (Iowa
City)
APRIL 12
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Des
Moines)

KANSAS
MARCH 29
thony Hall — B. B. KING (Wichita)
Svmph
APRIL 4
Henry
Levitt
McKendree
Arena
SPRING (Wichita)
APRIL 5
f
McKENUniv. of Kansas Auditorium
iPRING (Lawrence)
DREE SI
KENTUCKY

MARCH 23
State IUniv.
McKendree spring (Baton Rouf
ipe)
MARCH I28
Hi-sch
ii Aud.
SANTANA (Shreveport)
APRIL ■'
12
Muni
licipal Aud. — TAJ MAHAL (New Orleans)
APRIL 20
Concert — WISHBONE ASH
VINEGAR
JOF (Shreveport)
APRIL 21
Concert WISHBONE ASH
VINEGAR
JOF (Ba»on Rouge)
APRIL 22
Concert — WISHBONE ASH
VINEGAR
jnr (N»-v Orleans)
APRIL 26
Memorial Aud.
ALICE COOPER (New
O’■leans)
APRIL 27
Hirsch Memorial College — ALICE COOP
ER (Shreveport)

&
&
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MARYLAND

MARCH4 15
Center
SANTANA (LouisConve
'ention
ille)
vil
Cor>ce't — BOBBY WOMACK (Louisville)
MARCH 17
Convention Center — MATT DAVIS (LouisviHe)
MARCH 21
B. KING (Morehead)
S'a’e Uni
B
APRIL 2
Center
ALICE
COOPER
Convention
(Louisville)

MARCH 23-24
Gatesbury
Auditorium
DAN
itesbury
STEELY
(Baltii
imore)
MARC..
iRCH 28
'ivic^Arena — ALICE COOPER (Baltimore)
Civic
APRIL
Civic Auditorium
HUMBLE PIE (Baltimore)
APRIL 22
Civic Center
URIAH HEEP (Baltimore)
MASSACHUSETTS

MARCH 18
Pall’s Mall — TRACY NELSON (Boston)
MARCH 26
Boston Gardens
ALICE COOPER (Boston)

Knight

Gallery — ZULEMA (Worchester)

MICHIGAN
MARCH 20
Cobo Hall — BEE GEES (Detroit)
MARCH 22
Fountain Street Church
B. B. KING
(Grand Rapi>ids)
MARCH 23
East Mich, Univ.
B. B. KING (Ypsilanti)
MARCH 24
State Univ. — VINEGAR JOE (Lansing)
APRIL 1
Aquinas
College —
RORY
GALLAGHER
(Grand Rapids)
APRIL 4-5
Cobo Hall
ALICE COOPER (Detroit)
APRIL 6
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Detroit)
APRIL 6
Reid Field House
McKendree spring
(Kalamazoo)
APRIL 7
Eastern Michigan
Univ.
McKendree
SPRING (Ypsilanti)
APRIL 10-11
Ford Auditorium — PROCOL HARUM (De
troit)

J

MINNESOTA

MARCH 19
Sports; Center — SANTANA (Minneapolis)
MARCH 1
30
Hole Ct
Doffe House — JERRY JEFF WALTER
(Mir
inneapolis)
Ai
'KuditOiium Theatre — ELLEN McELWAYNE
(St. Paul)

NMA

t

MISSISSIPPI
MARCH 20
Coliseum — ALICE COOPER (Jackson)
MARCH 26
State Fair Coliseum — SANTANA (Jackson)
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MISSOURI

MARCH 7
Univ, of Missouri — McKENDREE SPRING
(Rolla)
MARCH 24
William Jewell College — THE ASSOCIA
TION (Liberty)
MARCH 30
Music Hall
~
....
MIDLER
(Kansas
BETTE
City)
APRIL 7
(St.
Kiel
At
PIE
auditorium
HUMBLE
Louis)
APRIL 13
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Kansas City)
Municipal Auditorium — ALICE COOPER

(St. Louis)
APRIL 14
Kiel Aud.
APRIL 15
Municipal
sas City)

PROCOL
Aud.

HARUM

ALICE

(St.

COOPER

Louis)
(Kan-

NEBRASKA

APRIL 12
Pershing Hall — ALICE COOPER (Lincoln)
APRIL 27
Pershing
Auditorium
DAVIS
MATT
(Lincoln)
APRIL 28
Civic Theatre
MATT DAVIS (Omaha)
NEW JERSEY

MARCH 16
State College
VINEGAR JOE (Trenton)
MARCH
MAk
v.
17
Capn
"
itol Theatre — EDGAR WINTER (Passatc)
State Univ. — VINEGAR JOE (Alfred)
MARCH 23
Capitol Theatre — NEW RIDERS OF THE
PURPLE SAGE (Passaic)
MARCH 24
Capitol
Th<
leatre —
FOUR
SEASONS
JAY & THE AMERICANS
)
(Passaic)
MARCH 25
Capitol Theatre
SEATRAIN (Passaic)
MARCH 31
Seaton Hall Univ.
PROCOL HARUM
(South Orange)
APRIL 1
Williami
Patterson
College
PROCOL
HARUM (
_______
(Patterson)
APRIL 3
Mercer County Comm. College
RAHSAAN
ROLAND
KIRK
(Trenton)
APRIL 7
Capitol
Theatre
GEORGE
CARLIN
(Passaic)
APRIL 23
Concert
MILLIE
JACKSON
(Atlantic
City)

&

NORTH CAROLINA

MARCH 16
Cumbreland1 County Mem. Aud.
ALICE
COOPER (Fay
lyetteville)
MARCH 18
Charlotte
Coliseum
ALICE
COOPER
(Charlotte)
Concert
CURTIS
MAYFIELD (Greensboro)
MARCH 21
Park Cer
mtral — PINK FLOYD (Charlotte)
Al
iPRIL 14
Concert — URIAH HEEP (Charlotte)
APRIL 15
Cumberland County Aud. — URIAH HEEP
(Fayetteville)
OHIO

MARCH 17
Sports Arena
SANTANA (Toledo)
MARCH 18
Smiling
Dog
ELLEN
McEL WAYNE
(Cleveland)
Music Hall — MATT DAVID (Cincinnati)
MARCH 21
Exhibition Hall
BEE GEES (Dayton)
MARCH 24
Garden — MERRY CLAYTON (Cincinnati)
MARCH 31
Public H;lall — ALICE COOPER (Cleveland)
APRIL 1
Gardens — ALICE COOPER (Cincinnati)
APRIL 3
Concert — WlISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Columbus)
APRIL 4
Concert — WISHBONE ASH
VINEGAR
JOE (Dayton)
APRIL 5
Concert — WISHBONE ASH
VINEGAR
JOE (Cincinnati)
APRIL 14
Gardens — HUMBLE PIE (Cincinnati)
APRIL 21
Music Hall
MATT DAVIS (Cleveland)

&
&

OKLAHOMA
MARCH 25
Music Hall —

,
BETTE MIDLER (Oklahoma

MARCH
28
M
^?«Sucipal
Theatre — BETTE MIDLER (Tul

sa)
MARCH 29
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Oklahoma City)
OREGON

APRIL 1
Pa ramount
land)

Theatre

BEE

GEES

(Port-

PENNSYLVANIA

MARCH 15
Spectrum

PINK

FLOYD

(Philadelphia)

DAVID BROMBERG
Comm. College
(Newtown)
MARCH 16
Tower Theatre — DAVID BROMBERG (Up
per Darby)
MARCH 18
Acad, of Music — MELANIE (Philadelphia)
State College — ERIC ANDERSON (East
Stroudsbe g)
MARCH 27
.t —- ALICE COOPER (Hershey)
Concert
MARCH 28-31
Byou Co.'s
Cafe — RORY GALLAGHER (Philadelphia)
APRIL 6
Civic Arena — ALICE COOPER (Pittsburgh)
APRIL 6
EARTH, WIND & FIRE
Syria Mosque
(Pittsburgh)
APRIL 7
Immaculata College — JIM CROCHE (Immaculata)
APRIL 14
Penn State Univ.
TAJ MAHAL (State
College)
APRIL 15
Acad, of Music — BETTE MIDLER (Phila
delphia)
APRIL 29
• Millersville State College — DAVID BROMBERG (Millersville)
RHODE ISLAND
MAI
ARCH 23
Palace -

MELANIE (Providence)

SOUTH CAROLINA

MARCH 17
Clemson Univ. — ALICE COOPER (Clemson)
MARCH 23
PINK FLOYD
Little John Coliseum
(Clemson)
MARCH 24
ALICE COOPER
Carolina Coliseum
(Columbia)
MARCH 30
Caroliiina Coliseum — AL GREEN (Columbia)
APRIL 20
URIAH HEEP (ColU. of S. Carolina
umbus)
APRIL 25
Aud.
PROCOL
HARUM
Municipal
(Charleston)

TENNESSEE

Lake City)

MARCH 15
Civic Aud. Center
ALICE COOPER
(Knoxville)
MARCH 21
Mid South Coliseum
SANTANA (Memphis)
MARCH I22
Mid S<
South Coliseum — MERRY CLAYTON
(Memphi.
lis)
MARCH L.
24
Municipal
:ipal Auditorium — BEE GEES (Nash
ville)
MARCH 25
Coliseum — AL GREEN (Nashville)
MARCH 3.’
iud. — MELANIE (Memphis)
Ellis Au,
APRIL 14
Mid Soi
>uth Coliseum
ALICE COOPER
(Memphis)
APRIL 17
Coliseum — PROCOL HARUM (Knoxville)
APRIL 27
Concert — WISHBONE ASH & VINEGAR
JOE (Memphis)

VERMONT

TEXAS
MARCH 22
Music Hall
BETTE MIDLER (Houston)
MARCH 23
State Fair Music Hall
BETTE MIDLER
(Dallas)
MARCH 24
Concert — BETTE MIDLER (Austin)
MARCH 30
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Dallas)
MARCH 31
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (Houston)
APRIL 1
Concert — HUMBLE PIE (San Antonio)
APRIL 28
Memorial Aud. — ALICE COOPER (Dallas)
APRIL
29
API..*- «.
Sam Houston
I
Coliseum — ALICE COOPER
(Houstor
>n)

UTAH
MARCH 30
Concert — BEE GEES (Salt Lake City)
APRIL 7
Univ, of Utah — LEO KOTTKE (Salt Lake
City)
APRIL 17
Salt Palace
RORY GALLAGHER (Salt

NATIONAL SCENES

MARCH 16
Uni
of Vermont
(Burliiington)

VIRGINIA
MARCH 15
Civic Center — BEE GEES (Roanoke)
MARCH 16
State Uniliv. — EARTH, WIND & FIRE (Petersberg)
MARCH 21
Thomas Edison High School — FAT CITY
(Alexandria)
MARCH 22
Coliseum — PINK FLOYD (Hampton)
MARCH 31
Civic Center — AL GREEN (Roanoke)
AliPRIL 18
Mosque — PROCOL HARUM (Richmond)
APRIL 21
William & Mary College — URIAH HEEP
(Williamsburg)
APRIL 22
Dome — PROCOL HARUM (Virginia Beach)
APRIL 27
Long Coliseum
mckendree spring
(Farmville)

WASHINGTON
MARCH 31
Paramount Theatre — BEE GEES (Seattle)
APRIL 6
Coliseum — STEELY DAN (Seattle)
APRIL 22
Seattle Arena — RORY GALLAGHER (Seat
tle)
WEST VIRGINIA

APRIL 24
The Field House — McKENDREE SPRING
(Morgantown)

WISCONSIN
MARCH 29
Uihein He
lall — ELLEN McEL WAYNE (Milwaukee)
APRIL 3-6
Humpin Hanna’s
RORY GALLAGHER
(Milwaukee)

Derek and the Dominos.
Eric Clapton.Carl Radle. Bobby
Jim Gordon.
“In

Concert

j

JIMMY SPHEERIS

Captured live in their historic
concert at Fillmore East.
An outstanding two-record set
on RSO Records and Tapes.

r<but*d by Atlantic Racordy

Record Reviews
Derek & The Dominos In Concert
(RSO)
Eric Clapton—Clapton (Polydor)
T~>ans of Eric Clapton have cause
Jp for celebration this month. The
long-awaited live album from the now
defunct Derek & The Dominos and
the latest in Polydor's line of Clapton
reissues each contain ample proof
that when it comes to rock guitarists
Clapton has no equal. Eric’s strength
has always been his technique, his
ability to dazzle by sheer mastery
over his instrument. On the Polydor
album this is most evident on four of
the eight selections—when he per
forms with the Dominos. The remain
ing cuts find him laying back enough
to provide such rock luminaries as
Leon Russell, Steve Stills and Bobby
Keyes room to boogie. So the album

Eric Clapton: With Eric back on his feet
again, two new releases of Clapton memorabilia recall his wailing guitar prowess,

offers a perfect opportunity to study
Clapton in his two basic roles—that
of aggressive group leader and calm
and confident member of an ensemble.
Don’t forget, though, that all of the
songs featured here can be found on
other albums. So if you have all of
Clapton’s previous work, there’s really
no pressing need to grab a copy of
this record. Chances are you’ll be
more interested in the Derek & the
Dominos double set which was re
corded a couple of seasons back at
the Fillmore East. This is an excellent
companion piece to the band’s first
album, “Layla,” in that it gives you
the chance to compare studio versions
of three numbers with their live coun
terparts. Not too surprisingly, Clapton
charges forth more furiously on the
in-concert renditions, whipping his en
thusiastic crowd into frenzy. “Pres
ence Of The Lord,” the haunting tune
from Eric’s Blind Faith days, gets a
spirited reworking, with Clapton’s
breathless vocal leading into as crisply
blazing an instrumental break as the
Dominos have ever done. “Bell Bot
tom Blues” and the oldie, “Nobody
Knows You When You’re Down And
Out” are two more highlights in an
album which is destined to become as
much a classic as “Layla.”
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by Ed Kelleher
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Elton John—Don’t Shoot Me I’m
Only The Piano Player (MCA)
The title is a turnabout on the Fran
cois Truffaut film of the early Sixties,
“Shoot The Piano Player.” And many
of the ten selections featured here
reflect the same kind of playful1 attitude. With "Honky Chateau,” Elton
I
John seemed to enter a new era-—call

it a period of superstar adjustment.
What it amounts to is a realization
that he no longer must prove himself
to anyone. He’s on top and can now
play the kind of music that gets him
off and hope it achieves the same
result for you. Don't Shoot Me . . .
finds Elton wearing his jauntiest hat
to date, blithely spoofing country mu
sic with a redneck romper called
“Texan Love Song,” bringing the Fif
ties startlingly back to life via “Croco
dile Rock” (in a fuller and more
rounded version than the hit single),
and just generally being outrageous in
“I’m Going To Be A Teenage Idol.”
“Teacher I Need You” is Elton’s an
swer to “School’s Out,” a schoolboy’s
saga of his infatuation with his “mid
dle-aged dream.” Unaware of his in
tentions, she even ignores his “John
Wayne stances” and “Errol Flynn ad
vances.” Elton plays the Mellotron
on this one, so you can add that to
the list of instruments he’s mastered.
Another delightful entry is “Elder
berry Wine,” a rocking remembrance
of better days with “a wife of mine.”
An intoxicating cut, to be sure. In a
more serious vein there are two songs
which deserve to be called brilliant.
“Daniel” is a fondly crafted portrait
reminiscent of “Levon” in its evoca
tion of a living spirit. “High Flying
Bird” is a thoughtful love song, plain
tive in tone. Interestingly, these tracks
come first and last on the album—
beautifully designed bookends to an
assortment of thoroughly individual
istic and immensely disarming vol
umes. Not Elton John’s best album,
but certainly his most enjoyable.

Elton John: DON’T SHOOT ME establishes
Elton as a tongue-in-cheek musical vir
tuoso.

1
JERRY JEFF WALKER
DL7-5384
Production and coordination
credits go to Michael Brovsky
with David Bromberg on guitar
& violin and to Michael Murphey
on acoustic guitar and a host
of other heavy contributora.
Jerry Jeff Walker Is a song
writer, guitarist, and singer.
Jerry Jeff Walker—a man for
all reasons.

2
DOBIE GRAY
"DRIFT AWAY"
DL7-5397

Doble Gray, of "I’m In With
The In Crowd" and "Look At
Me" gold record fame, feela ho
has "come closer on this
record to achieving the sensi
tive concept" he has always
wanted. Lots of talent, lots of
energy. Got behind it and
drift away with Doble Gray.

3
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION
•BACK UP AGAINST THE WALL"
DL7-5390
Recorded at Studio Ono In
Atlanta, where such heavies
as Deep Purple, Al Kooper,
and Joe South have cut discs,
The Atlanta Rhythm Section
Incorporate the talents of Al
Kooper, who plays the arp on
"Make Me Believe It," and Billy
Lee Riley's harmonica on
"Redneck" and “A Livin' Lovin'
Wreck" on this long-awaited LP.

TRET FURE
Uni 73141

EBONY RHYTHM
FUNK CAMPAIGN
Uni 73142
Founded by Hugh Masekela/
Jazz Crusader’producer Stuart
Levine, and produced
reduced by
Crusader Wayne Hendersc
Henderson,
w. »ngeh
Ebony, now a “Los
Angeles
based musical family,"
imlly,” have,
have.
irs together,
In their three year
backed such soulI sensations
srry Butler,
as Al Green, Jerr
lllly Stewart,
The
Isaac Hayes, Bl..,
_.
Fpnkadelics and the Five
Stairsteps.

9

a EUPHomoui wan

A EUPHONIUS WAIL
KS-3668
A Euphonius Wall Is one of
tho offspring of San Francisco
bands. Hard rock Is what you'll
hear. All the combined efforts
of Suzanne
Rey, lead vocalist;
J
Doug
Huffman, vocals and per
Doi
cussion; Gary Vlolettl, vocals
cusi
■nd bass guitar; Bart Libby,
keyboards; and, Steve Tracy,
vocals and lead guitar.

IO
ELTON JOHN
ME "
I'M ONLY
DON'T SHOOT I*"
AYER
THE PIANO PLA'.
MCA-2100
Daniel
Teacher I Need You
Elderberry Wine
Blues For My Baby And Me
Midnight Creeper
Have Mercy On The Criminal
I'm Going To Be A
Teenage Idol
Texan Love Song
Crocodile Rock
High-Flying Bird

•MCA RECORDS

Tret Fure la a guitarist, aongatreaa and poetess. Coming to
Los Angeles and working with
Spencer Davis, she wrote the
single pulled from his "Mouse
trap” LP and plays six and
twelve string guitar on almost
all the cuts. Tret has acquired
an incredibly unique picking
style and bottleneck playing
that lends beautifully to her
debut album for Uni. Her lyrics
are her own and her music Is
her own. You'll find yourself
listening—and that In Itself
la a rarity.

5
STEVE TILSTON
COLLECTION
MCA-315
Falling
Mind How You Go
City Life
All In A Dream
Highway
One Man Band
I'm Coming Home
Reaching Out
All In Her Time
Don’t Let It Get You Down

6
UNCLE DOG
OLD HAT
MCA-302
Contains the hit single
"River Road"
Movie Time
-Ofd Hat
Boogie With Me
We've Got Time
Smoke
I'll Be Your Baby Tonight
Mystery Train
Lose Me

1
SILVERHEAD
MCA-306

Long Legged Lisa
Underneath The Light
Ace Supreme
Johnny
In Your Eyes
Rolling With My Baby
Sold Me Down The River
Rock And Roll Band
Silver Boogie

The Bee Gees—Life In A Tin Can
(RSO)
Over the past half dozen years, the
Bee Gees have provided me with so
many hours of listening pleasure that
it is with the proverbial heavy heart
that I take typewriter in hand to re
port that Life In A Tin Can is a dull
and pointless record. Maybe the lads
need a rest. Or (and this is far more
likely) maybe the sound which was
so appealing back in 1967 has lost
its gleam. Certainly the heavy-handed
orchestral arrangements seem curious
ly out of time. And where once they
enhanced the quivering vocals of Rob
in Gibbs, now they produce the re
verse effect—accentuating his inade
quacies as a singer. Lyric-wise, the
group has reached a new low of pre
dictability. Where is the imaginative
storyline of “New York Mining Dis
aster 1941?” Where is the charming
imagery of “Massachusetts” or the
bright-eyed absurdity of “Craise Finton Kirk Royal Academy Of Arts?”
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Back in the last decade, that's where.
Best of a bad lot is “South Dakota
Morning,” a plaintive mood piece
helped considerably by the steel guitar
playing of Sneaky Pete and the har
monica contribution of Tommy Mor
gan. But it’s a scant 2:26 minutes
long, barely time to take a breather
while you rummage through your rec
ord racks for something more exciting.
By the way, in the middle of the last
cut, “Method To My Madness,” Robin
actually sounds as though he is chok
ing. Let some air into that tin can!
Still, the Bee Gees are talented fellows,
and they may turn right around and
surprise us with their next release.
In other words, though they’re pres
ently on the canvas, let’s not count
them out.

Free—Heartbreaker (Island)
Regular readers of this department
may recall that sometime last summer
I dismissed the Free At Last LP as
a death rattle from what had once
been a high caliber group. Now we
have Heartbreaker, the seventh Free
album, and numerous careful listens
have led to the conclusion that Free
have done nothing to improve their
station. Despite the much publicized
reuniting of the original Free, Heart
breaker finds only original members
Paul Rodgers and Simon Kirke intact,
with Rabbit and Tetsu Yamauchi (the
two musicians who filled in when
Paul Kossoff and Andy Fraser fled
the fold) back in the picture. Actu
ally, Kossoff is represented as guitar
player on several cuts, though his
credit is listed in an also-ran type of
category. Does this all sound too con
fusing? It's nothing compared to the
record. Free seems to be patterning
their current sound after the more
plodding efforts of such groups as
Iron Butterfly and Grand Funk Rail
road. Lots of “heavy” guitar, crashing
drum punctuations, uninspired chord
progressions, etc. Occasionally it
makes for a bit of excitement but the
overall effect is one of tiresome same
ness. Rabid fans of Free may find it
in their hearts to overlook the record’s
ordinariness, but others will have to
content themselves with “Wishing
Well,” on which Paul Rodgers excels
at both vocals and electric guitar play
ing, and “Travellin’ In Style,” a softly
shuffling blues that sparkles with some
of the old glitter. If only these two
could be the rule instead of the ex
ceptions.
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Traffic—Shoot Out At The Fantasy
Factory (Island)
Traffic’s The Low Spark Of High

Heeled Boys made it onto many a
Top 10 list for 1972 (including mine)
and their follow-up set is likely to do
the same this year. Stated quite sim
ply, this is a magnificent album. Traf
fic has really come into their own of
late, and the one man who deserves
much of the credit for their newfound
strength is Rebop Kwaku Baah. If
you’ve been to a Traffic concert in the
past two years, you’ve undoubtedly
marveled at the dexterity and style
of his drumming. On records, he pro
vides the ideal complement to Jim
Capaldi’s percussive efforts, giving the
band a one-two punch that is un
equalled in rock music today. Add to
that the everpresent whisper of Chris
Wood’s flute and you have the kind
of splendid contrast that makes for
truly fascinating listening. Some time
ago, a critic referred to Stevie Win
wood as one of the Renaissance Men
of Rock, and never has this been
more apparent than on these five
selections. Writer-arranger-vocalist ex
traordinaire, Stevie fuses the parts
into a musical whole, imposing an
almost classical order to the proceed
ings. Listen to “Roll Right Stones,”
nearly fourteen minutes of relentless
Traffic magic. The song is musically
structured with the delicacy of a house
of cards; yet the pounding rhythm
gives it the solidity of a brick wall.
It begins with a stated theme, weaves
in and out, offers variations, seems
just on the edge of teetering into an
abyss—then to your repeated satis
faction, it returns unerringly to its
rock-bound foundation. This and three
other tracks were composed by the
group’s most consistent songwriting
team—Winwood and Capaldi. The re
maining cut—and the only instru
mental on the record—flows from the
mind of Chris Wood. Titled “Tragic
Magic,” it has the low-slung feel of
an after-hours club set. In its own
atmospheric way, it’s as enthralling
as the higher energy items. Anyway,
drop on down to the Fantasy Fac
tory and get yourself a copy of this
masterpiece album.

The Bee Gees: Should they let more air
Into their tin can?

Get Slayed. And come to life.
More and more people are getting Slayed every day, with Slade's latest hit, “Gudbuy T’ Jane’.’
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‘SLAYEDF/SLADE
Their divine mission is to wake the dead.
With Pride.

Available on Polydor Records, Cassettes and 8-Track Stereo Cartridges.

Any 15 records

if you join the Columbia Record Club and agree to buy 11 records (at regular Club prices) in the next 2 years
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Behind
Traffic's
'Shoot Out'
Capaldi
Flies
While
Winwood
Hides

by Steve Gaines

? | ' intin, Morocco, 1970) At a dusty
1 little cafe tucked away in an
ocean-front village a lady journalist
wanders past a table where she spots
actor Michael J. Pollard. Pollard has
just immortalized himself as C. W.
Moss in the movie Bonnie and Clyde.
Next to him sits a shaggy, craggy,
serious young man. His name is Jim
Capaldi.
“Michael Pollard!” the lady journal
ist gushes in delirium, “What are you
doing in Tintin?”
Pollard screws his rubberized face
into a scowl.
“I’m making a movie with a rock
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and roll group,” he finally blurts out.
The lady journalist gets out a pad and
pencil.
“What group is that?” she asks.
“Traffic.”
“Oh,” the lady says, disappointed
because she’s never heard of them,
“what do they sound like?"
Pollard glances at Jim Capaldi, then
up at the sky, and finally at the inter
viewer.
“They sound like . . . like . . . the
low spark of high heeled boys.”
The lady journalist, confused,
leaves.
Last minute rush: (New York,

1972) “We weren’t even going to put
it on the album,” Chris Blackwell is
saying about Traffic’s million seller,
“Low Spark of High Heeled Boys.”
Blackwell, president of Island records
(Traffic’s label), laughs as he repeats
the Morocco story. Conspicuously
tanned in New York’s pale winter
cold, Blackwell has just returned from
Jamaica where Traffic recorded their
latest album, Shoot Out At the Fan
tasy Factory (on Island Records).
“The name ‘Low Spark’ is a good
example of the way things happen
with Traffic,” Blackwell says. “We
had the words to the first verse of

MUSIC

Traffic: The members of the group have
changed so frequently that until just a
few days before their current tour, no
one even knew who the latest Traffic
would be.

Less than
five months ago,

record company
executives

were ready to
tear their hair.
n

Though the clock

was running out
fast,

k

Traffic hadn’t
started

II'

their new LP.
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'Low Spark’ on the album cover, but
there was no such song. The album
was almost complete and we needed
one last cut. Steve Winwood went
home to see if he could come up
with something. He came back the
next day with the song. Jim wrote
some more lyrics and we recorded it
in one day. It was very casual, ac
tually.”
The monk and the playboy: Cas
ual is also the perfect word to de
scribe how Traffic recorded their new
Shoot Out At the Fantasy Factory.
When they finished touring America
last February, they seemed determined
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to prove that they were the world’s
laziest group. Steve Winwood, pale,
withdrawn and instrospectivc. disap
peared from public sight and shunned
social get togethers. Until nearly the
end of 1972. he spent virtually all
his time fiddling around the private re
cording studio tucked away in the
back of his country home. He sat at
the piano hour after hour and played
for himself, recording bits and pieces
of things and cataloging them. Mean
while, Jim Capaldi ran around having
fun. He would take off for places like
Tintin, Morocco, at the drop of a
hat, working on film projects or movie

scripts that never panned out. But
when he came across an interesting
series of words, he would jot them
down and drop them off at Steve's
house to become fodder for Traffic’s
songs. In fact, he was working on one
of his dead-end film scripts with his
best friend—American actor Ben Ca
ruthers—when Caruthers invented the
soon-to-be important phase—'"Shoot
Out At The Fantasy Factory.”
Tommy bug: As Capaldi and Win
wood rode into the fall plowing their
separate furrows, pressures began to
mount for a new Traffic album. But
it seemed Steve and Jim were doing

everything else except produce a new
LP. Both of them were involved in
a film project about the life of Billy
Furie, an English rock star of the
’50’s. The film, which starred Ringo
and Pete Townshend, was all set to
be shot on the Isle of Wight when it
finally fell through. Steve had also
been pre-occupied with his role as
the father on the new Tommy LP.
Then Jim caught the Tommy bug and
decided he wanted to play the drums
in the live performance scheduled for
London’s Rainbow theater last De
cember 9th. After finishing Tommy,
Jim and Steve wanted to rehearse with
Eric Clapton for the January 13th
show that had been billed as Clapton’s
comeback.
Taskmaster sun: But by the time
1972 was drawing to a close, record
company executives were nearly
screaming for a fresh Traffic opus. As
the days passed unproductively, Chris
Blackwell phoned Jim to ask if he had
written any new songs. “I dropped
some lyrics off at Steve’s house for a
song called ‘Roll Right Stones,’ but
that was a few weeks ago.” Jim told
him. “When I went over there yester
day, they were still sitting in the same
place, covered with coffee stains.”
Later on Jim said he was only teasing,
but it made Blackwell determined to
get Traffic out of their London hide
aways and into a studio in Blackwell’s
homeland, Jamaica. The former Ja
maican was confident that the island’s
sun, natural splendor and relative iso
lation would help turn scattered frag
ments like “Roll Right Stones” into
solid gems. “I brought them there be
cause the environment is such that
you want to work all the time. It’s
not like in England, where you get
strayed all the time.”
Druid stones: Blackwell was right.
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Stevie Winwood: Traffic seemed determlnto prove that they were the world’s
laziest rock giants.

Traffic: The question is, how long can a
group that’s apart three-fourths of the
year survive?

Jim Capaldi: Capaldi was sitting with an
American actor friend intently writing a
film script, when the actor was struck with
a strange phrase: "Shoot Out At The Fan
tasy Factory.”
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By the time Traffic had spent a few
days in the Caribbean, ‘‘Roll Right
Stones” was not only a song, it was a
fifteen-minute epic. Reminiscent of
“Low Spark,” it had grown into one
seven-minute melody played through
twice with a one-minute bridge. Steve
got carried away with the imagery of
Jim’s lyrics about the permanency
of the earth and the mortality of man.
Jim says he had been off on one of
his country rides when he came
across the ruins of an ancient Druid
temple in Stonehenge, England. Twen
ty blocks of the original stone were
still standing. When he thought it
over, he remembered seeing sites like

t
Jim Capaldi: Capaldi was riding past the
towering monoliths of Stonehenge when
the idea struck him for the LP's longest
song.

1

Gerald Rothberg present*

MUSIC
They poured out of Jim’s separation
from his .wife and daughter.
“I was sitting in front of the fire
one night. It was late and I guess I
was a little depressed when I wrote it.
Lonely, you know. I don't even know
why I put it on the album, it’s so
personal.”

0

The American Funny Book

Sitting all alone by the fire side
Listen to the wind in the chimney
tops
Haven’t slept for days
A nd I’m still wide eyed
Trying not to think
But my mind won’t stop
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it all over the world, and realized
that stone was the only thing man
leaves behind to show he once existed.
“Even in a simple society, like the
American Indians, there are mounds
of rocks at burial grounds. And when
everything else changes, the rocks are
still there.”
Went to see a standing stone
Some in circles
Some alone
Ancient, worn and weather torn
They chilled me to my very bones.
The lyrics for “Evening Blues"
came from much closer to the heart.

The only cut Jim is really excited
about is a rolling-piano-dominated cut
ironically called “Uninspired.” He be
lieves it's the best thing he's ever
written with Steve, and gives Win
wood all the credit.
"Steve’s real roots are in that song.
It’s the kind of song that I always
wanted to do with him but never quite
managed. Somehow Steve got back to
his early blues days. The song is just
perfect—it’s incredible!”
Splattered around the globe:
(London, 1973) Five days after the
album is finished Capaldi is half asleep
in the bedroom of his home in Mar
lowe, a suburb south of London. Al
though it’s six o'clock at night, he’s
just getting up. He looks around and
curses when he realizes there are no
servants in the house to make his
coffee. He acts as if he doesn’t know
how to boil water himself. Rubbing
his eyes like a baby struggling to
awake, he begins to talk.
“All right. I guess it’s kind of amaz
ing the way we get an album record
ed. We never consciously write to
gether. But when the material is there
for an album, we just do it. Usually
we come up with a lot more material,
too."
He throws back his head and yawns
—a long, funny, lion yawn. He's sat
isfied now that the new material has
been produced, and is restless to hit
the road for the first time in almost
a year. But after the current tour of
the U.S., England and Europe are
over, what will happen to Traffic is
anybody's guess. Winwood will prob
ably return to his seclusion. And Ca
paldi will go off on his own, doing
another solo album to follow up Oh
How We Danced. Yet Chris Blackwell doesn't see Traffic's appallingly
scattered energy as being negative.
“It's not a question of being non-pro
ductive,” he says, “It's just that they
lead very separate lives."
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ON THE HORIZON

Midler Puts The Lipstick Back On Girls
T)ctte Midler is a chanteuse, a wielder of other people’s words, an
interpreter of new music, old music,
any kind of music. Some call her the
Judy Garland of rock and roll, but
most people call her (and her album)
The Divine Miss M (Atlantic).
While American writers have wildly
gushed and roared about her genius,
the European critics have been
strangely subdued. Why? Because
they’ve never seen her! You need
only watch Bette camping it up in a
bizarre 40’s or 50’s costume for ten
seconds to understand how she has be
come—in a matter of months—one of
New York’s greatest box-office draws
and a virtual overnight sensation.
But her apparent overnight success
came about over a period of years.
First, she had to make her way to
New York City—which proved the
hardest trip of all, because she came

from Hawaii. When she finally did
make it to New York, the twenty-yearold Miss Midler started her career as
a salesgirl at Stern’s Department Store
selling gloves. This ended abruptly
when her high voltage personality
caused her to fight with one of the
customers.
Cabaret girl: That one brief brush
with lhe “nine-to-five” shift led her to
flee the city for the chance to work in
cabaret jobs at Jewish resorts in up
state New York’s Catskill Mountains.
After the trial run in the Borscht Belt
had filled her with the right amount of
poise and guts, she landed a job in the
Broadway chorus of “Fiddler On The
Roof’ and soon wound up playing
the featured role of Tzeital, which she
mastered matchlessly for three years.
Hopping
above
the
bubbles:
Now, the road from the Catskills to
“Fiddler On The Roof” is a reason

Bette Midler: Singing her future hit, Do
You Wanna Dance,” she pranced between
the towel-clad gay gentlemen at the bath
house.

ably logical one, but how, pray tell,
did Bette wind up playing at the Con
tinental Baths (originally a gay men’s
bath house) on Saturday nights?
There’s no answer to this question; all
we know is she wound up there play
ing before hundreds of men clothed in
little more than postage-stamp-sized
towels. There she developed even
more style and humor, and once word
got out, all hell broke loose. (Talk
about a star is born!)
Strangely enough, when the frantic
ally original Miss Midler’s first LP
emerged a short time back, all the
songs turned out to be cover versions
of old favorites. But in Bette’s hands,
the moldy oldies suddenly took on a
new life. She grabbed music as dated
as “Do You Wanna Dance” and turn
ed it into a slow and sensual plea for
recognition. And somehow, when
Bette sang “Superstar” it made Karen
Carpenter’s version seem almost com
puterized. When Miss Midler told you
she can hardly wait to see her hero
again, you knew she could hardly
wait. “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy” con
jured up images of The Andrews Sis
ters in a 1940’s war movie, dressed
to kill in their man-tailored suits with
padded shoulders, platform shoes and
pompadoured hair. She can, however,
slip just as easily into the Dixie Cups
“Chapel of Love.” Buzzy Linhart’s
“Friends” or the Shangri-La’s “Leader
Of The Pack.”
Marilyn Monroe and the soldiers:
One of Bette’s fondest memories is of
playing to a packed crowd at New
York’s Schaefer Music Festival this
past summer. “It was remarkable,” she
recalls, “I’d never played to that many
people before at one time, and I’d
never played outdoors. As soon as I
hit the stage I thought, ‘I am Marilyn
Monroe and I’m entertaining the
troops in Korea and this, is all a news
reel,’ and I was so happy to be in a
newsreel. I was just happy to be
there.”
The secret of Bette Midler’s remark
able style is her ability to believe the
words she’s singing, no matter what
they are. “Mostly,” she explains, “it’s
scrounging around inside yourself try
ing to find the truth in what you’re
singing, and that’s very hard.”
Perhaps the best way to package
Bette Midler would be to sell a special
pre-antiqued 8mm movie along with
the record. It would be perfect. Then
she really would have her very own
newsreel: and imagine how happy
she’d be!
e

by Janis Schacht

T^ocus is a band that believes in maJP gic. They have to. Brandishing a
handful of classically influenced rock
tunes, the quartet (consisting of Thijs
van Leer—organ, harmonium, mellotron, flute and piano; Jan Akkerman—
guitar; Cyriel Havermans—bass; and
Pierre Van der Linden—drums) is
desperately trying to become the first
Dutch group to make it big here in
the States.
Before Focus’ yodel-infested rocker,
“Hokus Pocus," hit the American air
waves, the group floated around Hol
land for a couple of years playing for
enthusiastic local audiences. But ac
cording to organist-founder Thijs and
mustachioed guitarist Jan, those days
are all in the past. “We’ve reached the
top in Holland," says Thijs, “We have
to go elsewhere now." Jan adds sharp
ly. “Anything to get away from those
audiences. They don’t care about the
music, only getting stoned. Who wants
to play for sleeping people?"
Thijs and Jan are opposites in every
sense of the word. Thijs is mild-man
nered, idealistic and nervous. Jan is
self-confident, sarcastic and occasion
ally brash. But together they form
the nucleus of one of the most inno
vative musical explosions to appear in
a long time.
Gentle tidal wave: With the release
of their first US Sire LP, Moving
Waves, the band made a splash in the
FM airplay sea with their aforemen
tioned rock and roll mutation, “Hocus
Pocus.” Incorporating yodels, hand
claps, Porky Piggish skat-singing and
chunks of mellotron and fuzz toned
guitar, the tune quickly established
the band as masters of off-the-wall
rock.
Jan is quick to warn prospective
Focus fans that the group is NOT
just another rock and roll band. “We
used to play straight rock,” he says,
“but we all got tired of making mu
sic on three chords and we wanted
something new." He laughs and adds,
“Now we play on one.”
“We’re perfectionists," says van
Leer.
“You may be," Akkerman quips,
“I’m not.”

“No,” grins Thijs, “Perfectionist in
the sense of striving after creating a
perfect experience. I want Focus to
make people just happy. Deeply hap
py."
The history of Focus has not always
dwelt on happiness as Jan is quick to
point out. “We’ve had some pretty
rough times,” he recalls. Starting out
as the backing band for the Dutch ver
sion of Hair, the group found them
selves being paid for a couple of hours
work a night and having the entire

by Ed Naha

Focus Flips Out Of
The Classical Jail
day for practice sessions. After seven
months of intensive rehearsals, the
group left the show and tried to make
it on their own. After a year of near
poverty, they finally clicked with
Dutch audiences and eventually made
their way to the shores of England.
Though they are presently being
compared to Yes and Emerson, Lake
and Palmer by the enthusiastic British
press, Focus’ van Leer stresses the
difference between Focus and the
many “intricate” rock bands on both
sides of the Atlantic. Pointing out that
over fifty percent of their live act is
improvised, Thijs knocks aside any
comparisons. “The music we are play
ing now is uniquely Focus. We aren’t
playing anyone else’s cliches. And
what we are aiming for is simplicity.
We believe in pure music, as a lan
guage by itself.”
Bach's warm prison: Moving Waves
should provide a deliciously new mu
sical vocabulary for the many rock
devotees who savor new sounds and
ideas. With most of the LP being un
ashamedly romantic, Focus creates
moods of mini-orchestration with van
Leer’s massive mellotron and organ
surges intertwining themselves around
Jan’s raw and powerful guitar licks.
When lyrics do appear, they do so
very inconspicuously and quite poetic
ally. In the title song, the vocals are
woven into the delicate melody, form
ing a verbal photo of the restless sea:

“Moving waves/the wind has left you
and you are still in commotion . . ./
It moves our whole being into ec
stasy.”
How does Thijs, who does the bulk
of the writing, account for the amaz
ingly soft electric sound of Focus?
“It’s mostly my fault," he confesses.
“My musical education was given to
me by my parents when I was a child
in Amsterdam. I discovered that the
romantic period—Shubert and Schu
mann—was very important. I think
also that Bach was very important.
Very warm."
Despite their melodic approach to
rock, Jan believes that Focus will
make it big in America for two rea
sons, “We have the talent and the free
dom to use it.
“When I was young, I had four
years of classical guitar training. Classical music I see as a sort of jail, and
I like freedom. But to appreciate free
dom you must experience jail.”
“All today’s pop groups have a tre
mendous chance to make music, they
have the equipment, they have
EVERYTHING. But when you see
what they do with their freedom, it’s
ridiculous. It’s like talking ... a lot
of people talk a lot, but say nothing.
“When we speak the language of
music, we believe in what we say.
People who understand will have to
listen . . . and respond.”

horizon

by Ed Naha

Ex-Burrito
Troubador On
A Solo Flight

Rick Roberts: When he joined the Burritos
two years ago, he thought the high would
never end. But since the demise of the
Brothers he’s come out with a major LP
in his own right.
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O ick Roberts is not a superstar—
£v not yet, anyway.
“I’m an ex-Burrito Brother,” he
grins, “does that help any?”
Dressed in a pair of faded jeans
and a Western-cut shirt, twenty-three
year-old Rick Roberts is more than
anxious to talk about his newly-found
solo career and his debut A&M LP,
Windmills. The straggly-haired, softspoken singer is best known for his
two year stint as resident-singer-songwritcr for the Flying Burrito Brothers.
His poetic ballad “Colorado” (which
appeared on the third Burrito LP) is
considered by many country-rock con
noisseurs to be the high point *of the
band’s recording career.
“I don’t know about that,” shrugs
Rick, “but that was a hell of a band
to be part of. It was a lot of fun. We
were an outlaw band . . . like a teen
age gang. It was all pretty punky, like
the old Rolling Stones. That ‘you bet
ter watch out’ atmosphere went with
us wherever we toured. It was a great
band for a newcomer like me to break
into.”
Son of Green Hornet: The story of
Rick’s involvement with the Burritos
sounds like a plot for a bad TV com
edy. Born in Clearwater, Florida, the
son of an ex-childhood star (“My
mom was on The Green Hornet and
The Lone Ranger”), Rick’s early
childhood was about as far removed
from music as possible.
“I didn’t think about music much
until I was fourteen. I got together
in a band with my cousin called the
Newtrons. This one kid, John Redel,
thought I was pretty gutsy, so he
conned me into quitting the Newtrons
and joining his folk-rock band. As
soon as I joined his group, he quit and
replaced me in the Newtrons. Even
at that age, I was getting an idea of
what the music world was going to
be like.”
After graduating from high school
and playing endless gigs with dozens
of local bands, Rick spent a massive
eighteen months at the University of
South Carolina before moving on to
Los Angeles to try to hook up with a

record label. “I knocked on everyone’s
door,” says Rick. “Everyone said
‘Hey, you’re good. Let’s make a demo
record.’ I made enough demos to keep
half of the studios in the L.A. area
open. Nothing ever happened, though.
I wondered why. At the time, I was
writing things like ‘The moon in June
falls lightly on the spoon.’ But I
thought I was ready.”
To support himself, Rick became a
street-singing troubador around UC
LA. He was on the verge of leaving
for Colorado when a friend urged him
to make the record rounds once more.
The result was that Rick was asked
to join the Burritos.
Two-year jam: “They were playing
down at the Whiskey A Go Go and
they asked me to sit in for a couple
of songs. My two years with them
was a real emotional high. I’ve never
experienced that kind of super-charg
ed relationship with any other band,
and I doubt I ever will. Gradually,
because of all the personnel changes,
the band just deteriorated. I found
myself on my own.”
Rick, “on his own,” combines the
best of the country-honed Burrito
sound and the classic pop-minstrel
style a la early Neil Young and James
Taylor. On his single, “Deliver Me,”
(the first cut on Windmills) Rick ex
plores the feeling of loneliness with
a baleful chorus: “Deliver me/let
your waters wash over me/dcliver
me/I’m lost and alone/and I want to
come home.”
The mournful expression of lone
liness and transiency in personal re
lationships is a recurring theme in
Rick’s fragile, acoustic melodies. In
“Davy McVie,” Roberts paints a pic
ture of a miner who’s finally struck
it rich after spending a lifetime search
ing for material gain: “Davy, don’t
you work so hard/For the prize you’ve
found/It’ll all be gone when you turn
around/Nothin’ lasts forever anyway.”
What about Rick’s musical future?
“My biggest fantasy about touring
and recording is to become a STAR
... A SOOPERROCKSTAR!!!” he
emphasizes pseudo-dramatically. “Nah,
what I really want from all this is to
be able to pick up a magazine in
about ten years and read about some
new songwriter being ‘influenced a
lot by the Rick Roberts style of writ
ing.’ Now that would really be grati
fying!”
With the tremendous critical ac
claim that has followed the LP’s re
lease, there’s a mighty good chance
Rick won’t have to wait those ten
years.
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| Billion
I Dollar
| Babies
I Come
Of Age
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Knee deep in a
pile of U.S.
currency totaling
$1,000,000 Alice
looked around
at the mascaraed
members of his
band and the heavily
made-up baby
on his lap and
grinned. Billion
Dollar Babies
was born.
by Barbara Graustark
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Alice Cooper: “He thinks of himself as a
little kid making millions,” revealed one
friend.

I

brick building in one of London’s
residential areas as he scurried down
the street in the wee hours of a brisk
November morning. After all, the
facade of the typically unornamented
structure looked about as exciting as
a bald-headed accountant at a General
Motors’ sales meeting. And the only
thing on this tourist's mind was find
ing a little excitement in the heart of
a great European capital that seemed
to close up like a clam at eleven P.M.
But had this naive tourist been able
to penetrate the tight security of the
unobtrusive Morgan Studios, he would
have discovered more excitement than
he could handle. For deep within the
rooms of the seemingly innocent
building, above the all-night bar, the
pool tables and the pinball machines,
lurked a clan of rock and roll patriots
wickedly scheming with their friends
to overturn the musical establishment
with their latest recording endeavor.
Giddy supersession: The identity
of these underground revolutionaries?
The members of the Alice Cooper
troupe, on the first leg of their fall
tour of Europe. And their conniving
cohorts? Rock superstars Marc Bolan,
Keith Moon, Harry Nilsson. Dono
van, Rick Grech, and Mark Volman
and Howard Kaylan (The Phlorescent
Leech and Eddie). The occasion for
the clandestine meeting was a spon
taneous Cooper jam session to record
Alice’s latest LP assault on the Com
mon Market, Billion Dollar Babies.
But what followed that night—and in
the days to come—would prove to be
more of an assault on the senses of
the group, itself.
First a beer-bloated, bleary-eyed
Alice traded lead vocals on “Billion
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Dollar Baby” with a peasant-shirted
Donovan. Next Alice donned earphones to join a flannel-shirted Harry
Nilsson at the microphone and croon
a thirty-minute long version of Harry’s
“Coconuts.” Then a black-caped Marc
Bolan and Alice teamed up to warble
ballads from the old Broadway show,
Pal Joey, sheet music in hand. Elvis
Presley rockers followed, and the par
ty soon dissolved into one giant musi
cal free-for-all as the Morgan Studios
bar happily ferried cases of booze and
beer up to the merry throng. The hys
teria finally climaxed with the record
ing of “Sick Things.” “You tell me
where to bite, you whet my appetite,”
hissed Alice into the microphone
while producer Bob Ezrin fiddled with
the controls. As the last notes of “Sick
Things” faded into the background,
a stray dog deposited his steamy heap
on the floor of the studio room, send
ing the entourage into gales of intoxi
cated laughter. And when the gala
finally dissolved, Keith Moon—victim
of a cognac stupor—wasn’t the only
partygoer carried out of the studio.
Road manager Dave Limbert was left
to tabulate the bar tab. “150 pounds.
Let’s see, that’s about $400,” he mut
tered, shaking his head in amused
disbelief.
Building a billion: Bar tabs. Hotel
bills. Rented Rolls Royce bills. At
first, London seemed a totally typical
city. But when the boys left the shad
ow of Big Ben to tour the Continent,
money began to take on a new signifi
cance. Alice and the group were ac
customed to using money, but they
soon began to realize the extent to
which others used money against
them. From Glasgow’s pop frenzy to
Paris’ gala Cooper welcome party,
“the group really saw clearly the way

The drunken London supersession cost $400 in bar tabs alone. But
when BILLION DOLLAR BABIES was re
leased, all that remained of the Morgan
Studio work was a Donovan vocal and a
Bolan guitar riff.
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every city is basically the same—
striving for total decadence, whether
the people realize it or not. The ob
session with money—and the over
abundance of money—was the one
universal thing we felt on the tour,”
said manager Shep Gordon. And thus
was born the concept of Billion Dollar
Babies, from the overstuffed wallet
cover to the dust jacket photo of
Alice knee-deep in a million dollars.
“Actually,” said Shep Gordon, “Bil
lion Dollar Babies is a sign of the
times.”
But it was a sign that Alice had not
noticed back in his Connecticut home
weeks before the European tour, as
he curled up in the small Practice
Room in his favorite armchair pop
ping beer tops and penning new tunes
like “Mary Ann,” and “No More Mr.
Nice Guy.” In Connecticut, the tone
of the new tunes was in the humorous
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Alice Cooper: By day he was a typical sea
faring tourist; by night he stalked the Las
Palmas streets and penned eerie lyrics
like “I Love The Dead.”
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Cooper vein, hitting back at his critics
with an obvious tongue-in-cheek:
I got no friends cause they read
the papers
They can’t be seen with me and
I’m getting shot down
And I’m feeling mean . . .
My dog bit me on the leg today
My cat clawed my eye
My mom's been thrown out of the
society circle
My dad has to hide . . .
“No More Mr. Nice Guy”
Mike Bruce/Alice Cooper

L.>

Sign of the times: But abroad,
certain events conspired to turn the
spoof-like good nature of “Nice Guy’’
and the burlesque “American dream”
antics of their new single, “Hello,
Hurray” into the full-fledged bitter
ness of “Generation Landslide”—a bit
terness at a generation that was de
stroying itself—and its children—with
greed.
Greed first lifted its scaly head

when the tour led the band to Mu
nich’s Circus Krone Theater, a mighty
circus hall in the center of town. Alice
had expected no trouble from his en
thusiastic German supporters; but lo
and behold, he was met at the door
by ominous-looking Munich police
men, a strange breed of fierce, leatherjacketed Hell’s Angels bent on keeping
Alice’s snake Yvonne out of the ring.
“We cannot have a snake in here,”
they announced, while members of the
band watched in outraged fascination.
“We cannot expose our children to
something like this.” “I thought this
was a circus hall,” one member of the
entourage sneered, but -to no avail.
There seemed no way of solving the
problem of getting past the imposing
guards. Until Alice’s manager calmly
reached for his billfold—and pulled
out $166 to guarantee Yvonne’s place
on stage.
Money talks: Similar incidents be
gan to stamp themselves in Alice’s
mind. The Germans had been staunch
Alice fans, as far back as the release
of their first LP, Pretties For You.
And there seemed no doubt that Alice
could easily fill any German hall. But
while roadies were setting up their
equipment onstage at a Hamburg
Theater to the cheers of impatient
fans, the band was backstage solving
yet another hassle over money. Their
Hamburg promoter was arguing over
the size of the crowd, claiming it was
imaller than expected. According to
one newspaper source, the promoter
thought Alice was lucky not to pay
him for the evening’s work! Refusing
to shell out his contractual dues, the
scheming businessman balked—until
Shep Gordon calmly took out his con
tract with the same promoter for a
show in Essen, Germany, several days
later. Burning a corner of the paper,
he patiently waited until the whole
document had gone up in smoke be
fore flicking the ashes to the ground.
The promoter quaked . . . and gave in.
Again, money had spoken louder than
vocal protests. And slowly Alice was
realizing the universal power of the
dollar. “Alice had always conceived
of himself as just a little kid making
millions,” revealed road manager
Dave Libert. But suddenly, Alice was
a victim of his own game. And when
he returned to England, plopped him
self into a chair in central London’s
Blakes Hotel, and frantically penned
“Billion Dollar Baby,” Alice fully re
alized that he, too, was just another
rich “baby.”
Billion dollar baby
Reckless like a gambler, million
dollar maybe
foaming like a dog that’s been
infected by the rabies . . .
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Knee-deep in moola: But nowhere
was Alice better equipped to expose
the concept of the “billion dollar
babies” than on his LP’s dust cover.
One morning last December, while the
band slept soundly in their London
hotel, a plane left New York City
carrying its booty of $1,000,000 in
U.S. currency from Alice’s Fourteenth
Street bank. When the plane landed
in London, two American Brinks
guards were replaced by three British
Secur-a-cor guards and one Scotland
Yard official in a tightly watched ma
neuver. Then the Lloyds of Londoninsured cache was whisked away to its
secret London hideaway, where the
group assembled before the inquiring
lens of photographer David Bailey.
The armed guards stood rigidly at
attention while the band members lit
erally attacked the cash, flinging stacks
of hundred dollar bills into the air.
Meanwhile a tiny tot looked on with
uncomprehending eyes—she was the
heavily mascaraed daughter of Caro
lyn Pfiefer, Alice’s European press
lady. And little Lola patiently posed
while the band, looking for all the
world like gleeful getaways from the
Great Train Robbery, jumped knee
deep into the bounty. As twenty white
rabbits nibbled at the hundred-andfifty-dollar bills, Alice grinned with
satisfaction. The completion of Billion
Dollar Babies was almost at hand.
Last straw: When the group re
turned to London for that famous
Bailey shooting session they found
that, with the exception of Donovan’s
vocal work on “BDB” and Bolan’s
guitar work on the single, "Hello,
Hurray,” most of the material record
ed at Morgan with the all-star lineup
“just wasn’t up to par. Everybody got
off on it, but it just wasn’t right for
the LP.” So the group hastily packed
their bags for a short rest-stop record
ing session on the Canary Islands, off
the coast of Spain, where they had
rented a luxurious hotel as yet not
even open to the public. The staff were
brought in esspecially for the band’s
needs, and $1000 worth of equipment
was set up for recording in a small
room nearby. Alice sat down with the
boys to write new numbers, but again
outside influences would conspire to
influence his train of thought—shift
ing it in the direction of Cooper mor
bidness at its shock-treatment best.
“First,” recalls Dave Libert, “they
wouldn’t let us bring the snake on the
Island. We paid them off with $31,
but even then the maid wouldn’t come
in to clean the room.”
Work by day, havoc by night: By
day, Alice and producer Bob Ezrin
brought in especially for the band’s
penned “I Love The Dead,” a re-
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Alice Cooper: When they counted out a
million dollars, they found a $100 bill
was missing. The Secur-a-cor guards made
them search through the moola until they
found the missing bill—wet and soggy be
neath the baby’s diaper.
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sounding shocker mixing the themes
of love and death in the tradition of
School’s Out’s “Blue Turk.”

I love the dead before they’re cold
Their bluing flesh for me to hold
Cadaver eyes upon me see—
nothing . . .
By night, they roamed the disco
theques of Las Palmas . . . wreaking
havoc. “We went to this discotheque
one night.” recalls Dave. “Alice and
Mike were in the car waiting for me.
I was inside trying to find out if this
chick was coming with us. ‘Hey, you
coming or not?’ I asked her. All of a
sudden, this Spanish guy half my size
literally picked me up and threw me
across the room. When I came out of
my daze I went to get him, but the
waiter held me back. I was furious. I
ran out to tell Alice, and the next
night the three of us went back to get
him. I wanted to get him before he
had a chance to apologize. Well, he
snuck up on me and said ‘I’m sorry,’
and I turned around and slugged him.
And he had brought all his friends
with him! But we tore them apart. By
the time the fight was over, we had
knocked two guys out and destroyed
three more. Then we hopped into a
car and split—fast!” Dave paused,
then grinned. “Alice may look skinny,
.»»”
but he’s a mean fighter.
Several days later, Alice would
prove to be a mean songwriter, as
well. Perhaps it was the accumulated
events of the past few weeks on the
road that led Alice to rage in “Gen
eration Landslide”—with stinging ac
cusations reminiscent of “Dead Ba
bies”—against the corruption of a
younger breed of children by their
hapless parents. Perhaps the moneygrubbing promoters and officials who
all seemed to have their arms stretch
ed for handouts impressed upon him
the theme of “Generation Landslide.”
But decadent brains were at work
to destroy
Brats in battalions were ruling
the streets
sayin’ generation landslide closed
the gap between ’em
And I laughed to myself at the
men and the ladies
Who never conceived of us,
Billion Dollar Babies . . .
He’s no revolutionary: While “Gen
eration Landslide” smacks of rebellion
and exposes Alice’s insight into the
European and American generation
battles, Alice would be the first to
claim that politically he’s no revolu
tionary preaching a leftist credo.
"Elected,” previously released as a
single, fit well into Billion Dollar Ba-

Magic Alice On The Road
bile Billion Dollar Babies (War’ * ner Bros.) was racing up the
charts, New York’s Alice Cooper of
fice was in a flurry of active prepara
tion for his newest venture, a threemonth extended tour of the U.S. The
Amazing Randi stood colorfully
garbed in one corner of the Greenwich
Village townhouse, playfully sending
supersonic jet flashes from his finger
tips streaming across the room. “I’m
teaching Alice some magic tricks,” he
revealed, while his rainbow-feathered
cockatoo looked on silently from Ran
di’s sarong-covered shoulder. With a
flick of the magician's wrist, magic
wands appeared to change instantly
into delectable floral bouquets, and red
handkerchiefs turned green. What was
Alice doing cavorting with the Amaz
ing Randi, star of late-night TV varie
ty shows? Preparing for his own threering circus, a new act richly laden with
Houdini-like disappearing tricks, be
headings, and quick-change disguises.
And from the moment Alice slinks

“Hello, Hurray,” to the fiesta-like
grand finale, complete with onstage
dancing and drinking, the show is a
Cooper thriller in the best and blood
iest tradition. Magic dominates the
evening. A guillotine chops off Alice’s
head with a thud, and as the singer’s
body is temporarily hidden from view,
the four remaining band members
emerge from the shadows with four
plaster masks of his face held aloft.
The Amazing Randi himself, always
in the background supervising, ap
pears onstage to saw Alice’s slender
body in half. The resurrected Alice
releases glowing flashes from his fin
gertips, and simultaneously, thirty feet
above his head, duplicate flashes
stream across the stage, igniting the
darkness with their eerie glow. Bloody
heads, levitating bodies, magic wands
—how does Alice feel about his new
role as rockdom’s new Houdini? As
he hisses in “Hello, Hurray,” “Loving
every second, every moment, every
scream.”

Alice Cooper: When Broadway copped out,
Alice retaliated by hitting the road with
his most sensational act yet.
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bies, satirizing the meaninglessness of
political inspirations. Alice reveals, “I
can’t stand politics. I think it is the
most boring subject in the world. If
elected, I would impeach myself!”
Why, then, the presentation of “Elect
ed” throughout his European stage
tour and on his new American junket?
“A lot of people accuse us of trying
to change the world . . . We don’t
even like politics. Yet in a way rock
is a lot of politics because it affects
parents. The main political thing
about Alice Cooper is that you can
hit a policeman in the head with a
brick and the next day he’s not going
to feel it. But if his kid comes home

.
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wearing eye make-up—well, it’s going
to cut a little deeper than that!”
Alice has never been squeamish
about digging deep. And if his latest
LP doesn’t totally overturn the musi
cal establishment, it will at least dig
a deep ditch under the fifty-five home
towns the Cooper band visits this
spring. If just a small percentage of
the estimated 300,000 Cooper watch
ers leave their concert halls humming
“I Love The Dead,” the shock wave
will send reverberations humming
back home—to “the men and the
ladies/Who never conceived of us Bil
lion Dollar Babies.”
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by Howard Bloom

While the shivering, ecstatic notes of the new ‘Derek and the Dominos

Live’ LP were hypnotizing listener's in America, the man who had played

them was stripping off his mantle of solitude on a British stage.

The Sudden Comeback of Eric Clapton

Tt was a comeback few had dared
1 hope for and thousands had said
would never arrive. Eric Clapton—
the high priest of the wailing guitar—
seemed to have plunged himself into
perpetual hiding, his confidence de
stroyed and his health reportedly shat
tered by the furious demands of star
dom. For two years he had concealed
himself like a wounded deer in the
sculptured gardens and Spanish-style
house of his eleven acre Surrey estate,
surfacing in public on only two fleet
ing occasions—once to play half hid
den behind the amps at a 1971 Lon
don Leon Russell concert, and once
to materialize unobtrusively behind
his friend George Harrison at the
Concert for Bangla Desh. Then sud
denly this winter headlines began to
explode in London’s music papers
that Eric Clapton would finally return
to the stage in his own right, fronting
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a truly awesome collection of rock
aristocrats—a collection that united all
the former members of Blind Faith
(Clapton, Stevie Winwood and Rick
Grech), three key men from Traffic
(Winwood, Jim Capaldi and Rebop),
the brains behind the Who (Peter
Townshend), and the nimblest fingers
in the Faces (Ron Wood).
Burst of glory: Less than a month
after the first announcements monopo
lized the headlines, the unhoped for
wish of thousands suddenly became
a reality. At ten o’clock on, a wintry
London night, a packed crowd in
London’s Rainbow Theater clapped,
shouted, whistled, stamped and gawk
ed as a pale Eric Clapton, dressed in
white, strode nervously to the center
of the stage. And while Ringo Starr,
George Harrison, Elton John, Joe
Cocker, and Jimmy Page sat in the
front rows inwardly cheering him on,

Eric looked quickly at the band on
either side of him, bowed his head
slightly over his cherry red Gibson,
then fired the strings with a wailing,
pleading tone shot through with the
crisp clarity of liquid gold. With grow
ing self-confidence he lifted his head,
leveled his lips at the mike, bent his
shoulders forward almost invisibly,
and sang a strangely appropriate pie?
to a woman whose “foolish pride”
had kept her too long in hiding . . .
“Layla.”
Hidden superhero: “Layla’s” lines
about “hiding much too long” applied
to no one better than to Clapton him
self. Eric’s retirement began abruptly
in 1970 after the Dominos only tour
of America. He had often spoken of
feeling the need to “tuck myself into
a corner and hide,” of his difficulty
facing himself, and of his fears that
his fans would expect too much of

Peter Townshend with Claptoi
Clapton at the
*A
A♦A
Rainbow: IAJ^«AA
When D
Pete
walked ■into
Clapton’s
Surrey home last August
ist£ he fqlt the
pensive superstar was *a| the point of
lying down on the rails yjnd waiting fo^^
the train to come.”
!
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him; but nobody expected him to sim
ply drop out of sight and become a
virtual recluse, secluding himself in
the spacious grounds of his country
home with only his then-girl friend
(and present wife). Alice Ormsby
Gore. As the months grew into years,
grim rumors flitted through the music
world with unceasing persistence, the
most charitable explaining that Clap
ton had suffered a nervous break
down, the most vicious proclaiming
that he had become a helpless victim
of heroin. Finally, last August Eric
had a visit from the man who would
at last bring him back into the public
light. He invited the Who’s Peter
Townshend out to Surrey to survey
his new home studio.
The reality behind the rumors:
When Townshend stepped through
the vaulted entrance to the Clapton
home he discovered that Eric was
neither mentally deranged nor de
monically devoted to the needle. The
rumors, Townshend later explained,
“were gross distortions. The reasons
he wanted to rest were the pressures
accruing from overwork during a long
period. Bearing in mind . . . the
amount of time he'd spent on the road
and in the studio, there's no doubt
he became sick to the teeth with it all
and needed an equal amount of time
to recover.’’
Yet Claptons’ recovery was not
quite complete. “I think he was at the
point of lying down on the rails and
waiting for the train to come,” said
Peter. It would require a special kind
of doctor to get Clapton on his feet,
and Townshend felt the doctor might
be him. As he stepped from the car
peted passageways into Eric’s modest
recording facility, he discovered that
the supposedly dormant superstar was
bogged down in the midst of a half
finished album. Scattered on the
shelves above the control console and
under the imposing speakers on the
wall were the Domino tapes that Eric
had been trying to assemble into a
new LP. And before long Townshend
had begun to drive over to Eric’s
house nearly even’ day, hoping that
by engineering the album, he could
help Clapton return to an active musi
cal life.
The call that got him to the
stage: But nearly half a year later,
despite months of work, the album
was still nowhere near finished. It
was obvious that Clapton needed an
other shot in the arm. and that shot
came from his wife's father. Lord
Harlech. Late in December, the good
Lord called Eric with a request: that
he'd break his silence and come back
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to join “The Fanfare For Europe”—
a series of concerts celebrating Brit
ain’s entry into the European Com
mon Market. Recalls Townshend,
“much to my surprise and delight, he
agreed to do it if I would help.”
The result was a concert that had
even the crustiest critics singing de
lirious songs of praise. As Ron Wood
and Peter Townshend stood on either
side of him, Clapton stepped to the
front of the Rainbow Theater stage
and rewarded a packed crowd with
strings of notes that fell in furious,
perfect clusters. And after the night
of hot and heavy sounds was over, he
walked to Townshend and hugged him
exultantly, seemingly overcome by his

i

Eric Clapton: Midway through “Let It
Rain” his guitar string popped then
dangled from the neck of his Gibson,
but Eric played on in an inspired frenzy.
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triumph over years of solitude and
self doubt.
Dust of history: It was the longawaited sign that the man rock en
cyclopedist Lillian Roxon had called
“the all-time rock hero” was finally
ready to resume an active musical
life ... or was it? True, when the
night at the Rainbow was over, the
rumor mills buzzed with plans of an
other Clapton concert in Edinburgh,
Scotland. True, Eric was working with
Townshend on a live LP of the Rain
bow date. True, he and Pete were still
trying to finish the album they’d be
gun this summer—an album of tracks
the Dominos had laid down with
Duane Allman in 1970. But behind

the flurry of activity lay a disappoint
ing reality: Eric was not creating any
new music. He was merely rehashing
what he had done before he dis
appeared.
Sting of the Dominos: Even while
Eric’s notes soared from the speakers
heaped on the Rainbow stage, a new
Clapton LP was hitting the stores of
America, an LP that rose 118 points
on the charts in its first two weeks
of life. But like the three other Clap
ton collections that have come out
in the last year, the “new” LP was
hardly new at all. It was Derek And
The Dominos Live At The Fillmore,
a two-record set of material recorded
well over two years ago. Fillmore's
eight tracks are loaded with instru
mental jams that sometimes stretch
to a full quarter hour length. They
offer an intimate glimpse of Eric com
muning with his instrument, his light
ning quick fingers racing up and down
the neck of his guitar in the four-min
ute solo on “Let It Rain,” his chords
churning deeply like a rhino singing
a rubbery blues on “Roll It Over,” and
his sliding tones slowly surging like
a lover holding back an orgasm in
“Tell The Truth.”
Waiting for fresh fires: The album
is the first to show Eric jamming live
with the band that many think
brought his creativity to its fullest
flower. And it shows Clapton in what
some experts have said are his finest
moments—those inspired solos in
which he would turn his head slightly
to the side, close his eyes, and go into
an unearthly trance as the long sona
tas of enraptured notes pulsated from
his fingers. But the album is old. It
is history. So is the LP of Domino
studio tracks Eric is working on now.
And in a sense, even the comeback at
the Rainbow had been a replay of the
past. Eric and his eager band tore into
tunes like “Blues Power” from Clap
ton’s 1967 solo LP; “Badge” from a
1968 Cream album: and “Pearly
Queen” from a 1968 Traffic disk. The
implication is inescapable . . . either
Clapton has not written any new songs
in the last two years, or if he has, he
is still too shy to play them for his
public.
So it would seem if the real return
of Eric Clapton is yet to come, As
Peter Townshend said, “I would like
to think that if we’ve been able to im
prove his appetite for playing again,
we may have done him and his audi
ence a real service.” And as one
sound man packing away equipment
said to another while the jubilant
audience filed out of the Rainbow
Theater, “It’s the first time I’ve seen
him happy in two years.”

Alice, Tull
&. ELP Sweep The
Circus/Shure Poll
Circus announces the winners of the third annual
Modern Music Makers Awards Poll.
n The New York Times a pompous
I
fifty-year-old composer recently
wrote that rock is the music of the
three day wonders—the gangs of kids
who spend three days learning to
play guitar, become superstars three
days later, and within another three
have already become forgotten wrecks
on the scrap heap of musical history.
But during the last twelve months
rock has hurtled beyond the furthest
limits of sophistication, proving that
the carping composer is malicious,
misinformed and maddeningly wrong.
Early in 1972, Emerson, Lake & Pal
mer sprung Pictures At An Exhibition
on their unsuspecting American lis
teners. Not only was the music based
on a work by the venerated Russian
composer Mussorgsky, but the virtu
osity with which it was performed
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shattered any claim that today’s rock
musicians learn their trade in less than
80 hours. Then in the spring of ’72
Ian Anderson disproved the claim that
rock compositions themselves are “in
stant noise” by constructing a single
piece of music (Thick As A Brick)
that was as long and in many ways as
complex as a Beethoven symphony.
But the most powerful figure in
rock’s last twelve months was a man
who would have sent Beethoven, Mus
sorgsky and the caustic composer
from the Times scurrying for the
nearest exit. Looking like Dracula in
drag, he slunk onstage in skin-tight
sequined pants, his mascara etching
malevolent lines around his eyes and
fang-like forms below his lips. When
his onstage knife fights were over,
when his hanging was complete, when

his triumphant, top-hatted encore had
drawn to a close, and when only the
fake blood soaking into the floor
boards remained on the stage he had
left behind, half the kids filing out of
theaters from California to Germany
would still be arguing about whether
Alice Cooper was really a man or a
woman.
Alice Cooper, Emerson, Lake &
Palmer and Jethro Tull . . . these
are the towering figures who domi
nate Shure and Circus Magazine’s
third annual Modern Music Makers’
Awards Poll. These are the men who
will soon be presented with the cov
eted Shure gold microphone. If they
don’t persuade the rock-hater from
the Times that he was wrong, at least
they may frighten him to death.

GROUP

BEST ALBUM

BEST PRODUCER

1 ALICE COOPER
2 Jethro Tull
3 Rolling Stones

1 SCHOOL’S OUT
2 Thick As A Brick
3 Eat A Peach

1 GEORGE HARRISON
2 Phil Spector
3 Terry Knight

MALE VOCALIST

BEST SONGWRITER

BASS

1 ALICE COOPER
2 Ian Anderson
3 Mick Jagger

1 NEIL YOUNG
2 Cat Stevens
3 Elton John & Bernie Taupin

FEMALE VOCALIST

KEYBOARD

1 JACK BRUCE
2 Greg Lake
3 Dennis Dunnaway
3 Chris Squire
DRUMS

1 CARLY SIMON
2 Carole King
3 Grace Slick

1 KEITH EMERSON
2 Elton John
3 Rick Wakeman

1 CARL PALMER
2 Ginger Baker
3 Keith Moon

BEST NEW GROUP

GUITAR

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENT

1 WEST, BRUCE & LAING
2 America
3 David Bowie

1 ERIC CLAPTON
2 Alvin Lee
3 Glen Buxton

IAN ANDERSON (FLUTE)
2 Keith Emerson (Moog)
3 Bob Dylan (harmonica)

Lou Reed: Effeminate men in plumed
gowns, high heels, and blood-red lipstick
swaggered through the cavernous Warhol
loft where Lou first got his start.

The Eerie Roots of
Lou Reed's New Transformer
T n a glass and steel building that
1 towers sleekly over the night-dark
ened canyon of New York’s Sixth
Avenue, nearly fifty reporters gather
for a news conference with one of
the strangest figures to invade rock’s
fertile domain in the last six months—
and the first to openly acknowledge
that he’s homosexual. Dressed like the
graceful prince of some distant, paradisal planet, David Bowie leans for
ward gently in his chair, resting his el
bows on the table in front of him. His
shockingly red hair blasts straight up
from his forehead in a futuristic fiveinch-high crew cut; a polished gold
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disk the size of a baby’s fist is clipped
to his left ear; and the middle nail on
each hand is polished green.
Suddenly a reporter on David’s far
left blurts out a question that within
seconds has the Village Voice's rep
resentative on his feet bellowing an
angry diatribe and The New York
Daily News’ correspondent shouting,
“Don’t bring your problems into this
press conference!” The hackle-rousing
question? “What made you start writ
ing gay songs?” David Bowie's startled
answer, “Have I written gay songs?”
Meanwhile, fifteen miles away in
the suburban town of Dobbs Ferry,

New York, a man David Bowie has
praised as one of his greatest influ
ences sits on the modest, checked
couch of his manager’s homey office
and admits with great relish that he
has been writing gay songs, and writ
ing them for years. “Listen to the
lyrics of my early songs,’’ he says,
“ ‘Lady Godiva’s Operation’ was about
a trans-sexual. And ‘Sister Ray’ was
about a gay dealer.”
Men in nylons: Lou Reed, the most
revered cult rocker New York City
has ever seen, the creative superman
behind the legendary Velvet Under
ground, does not look like a founding
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While David Bowie

hovered over the

studio controls,
Lou Reed sang
luridly of men in nylons

and lip gloss.

But Lou’s songs
were tame
compared to the

tale behind them.

r
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David Bowie: Early this summer. David
came onstage in Dunstable, England, sing
ing Lou's "I’m Waiting For My Man."
Then, as the audience gasped, he chased
Mick Ronson around the stage, pressed
his body up against the compliant guitar
ist's, knelt down, and touche® his tongue
to the guitar’s quivering bellyi;,

by Howard Bloom

father of homosexual rock. He does
not flash lasciviously shaven legs from
beneath a chiffon gown and wrap his
bare arms seductively around a
feather boa. Instead he leans back on
the cushions after rehearsing for his
first U.S. tour in two years, looking
almost like the leader of a college
fraternity, with conventional black
pants, a black sleeveless sweater, and
a yellow dress shirt. But Transformer,
(on RCA Records) the new LP that
David Bowie produced for Lou, makes
it plain that Reed is indeed the dark
master of perverse delights. The al
bum boasts more than just the inno
cent, catchy “Satellite of Love.” It is
richly laced with the lurid transvestitism of songs like “Walk on the Wild
Side,” where Warhol protegee Holly
Woodlawn is shown plucking his eye
brows, shaving his legs, and suddenly
turning from a he to a she, or where

another Warhol male superstarlet,
Candy Darling, is portrayed cOoly ad
ministering oral sex in a back room.
Says Lou in the understatement of the
century, “There’s a lot of sexual am
biguity in this record.”
College villain: The sexual am
biguity in Lou Reed’s Transformer is
more than just skin deep. It springs
from a life story far more bizarre than
most rock fans could ever imagine.
Lou Reed grew up in the fairly wellto-do suburb called Freeport, Long
Island, in a super-normal three bed
room ranch house. “But,” says Lou,
“there was nothing normal about me.
I was always in trouble.” At Syracuse
College, for example, Lou may have
graduated with honors, yet he admits,
“I was periodically called in by deans
and had my apartment searched (Lou
won’t say for what). Finally the tacti
cal patrol force told me that if I

wasn t gone by the day school was •
over, they would break both my arms.”
When the time for graduation ar
rived, Lou high-tailed it to New York,
where he brought together John Cale,
Sterling Morrison, and Maureen
Tucker, and created the Velvet Un
derground—a group destined to be
come the musical gods of an under
ground so bizarre it would make to
day's glam and glitter rock scene look
as ordinary as peanut butter and jelly.
Sinister visions: First Kale and
Reed set themselves up in a S29-amonth apartment on Manhattan’s
seamy Lower East Side, then the
Velvets got a job at a dingy tourist
trap in Greenwich Village, the Cafe
Bizarre. “It was a real clip joint,” says
Lou with disdain, “I mean it had a
hawker outside and everything.” But
what was going on inside astonished
the few patrons who stumbled into the
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Lou Reed: TRANSFORMER glitters with
the sequined shrapnel of Lou's unbe
lievable past.

dark interior. While John Cale's elec
tric viola groaned like a tortured skel
eton in its crypt, Lou sang songs about
the forbidden joys and terrors of
heroin addiction, sexual perversion,
and his own grisly visions of skulls
and “mouth-eating razors." Word of
the group's weirdness filtered uptown
to the unchallenged czar of the under
ground—Andy Warhol. And one
night, while the Cafe Bizarre's man
ager told Lou backstage “Play one
more song like that and you're fired,”
Warhol sat out front waiting to hear
the bone-shaking lyrics he'd heard so
much about. “So we played our songs,
and they fired us," says Lou.
Sugar Plum’s lips: The end of the
job at the Cafe Bizarre was the begin
ning of an odyssey stranger than any
thing Lou could ever have foreseen.
Andy Warhol welcomed the Velvets
to his Factory, an enormous loft on
47th Street whose walls and ceiling
were entirely covered in aluminum
foil. Lou chortles as he thinks of the
people whose distorted reflections glis
tened from those walls. "There were
gays and bisexuals and people who
were nothing at all. You never knew
what you were talking to," he says,
his voice sailing into a higher octave,
his eyes fully opening for the first time
as he thinks back on the scene. There
was Brandy Alexander, the gentleman
who wore fantastic gowns with boas
and worked as a female impersonator
at a downtown club. There was
Wroughten (pronounced Rotten) Rita
and his boy friend Birdie, a mental
institution escapee. “Birdie’d walk into
your house and burn a book of match
es and make a charcoal drawing of a
bird on the wall, whether you wanted
it or not," explains Lou with glee.
There was Jimmy Smith, the rich kid
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and compulsive thief who stole a mu
sician’s guitar and was thrown head
first off a five-story building for his
trouble. And there was Sugar Plum
Fairy, who could occasionally be seen
flirting with Dorothy Dean—also
known as the Black Barbarella and
Tiny Malice.
Plastic banana capers: There was
no such thing as an ordinary day at
the Factory. One evening Lou walked
in to find Andy gloating over a row
of one hundred five-foot-high plastic
bananas spread out on the floor. On
other nights, junkies would dash into
the loft with £guns drawn searching
for amphetamines while
"hilj everyone
dove for cover shouting, “There’s
nothing here. There’s nothing here.’’
“It was quite a sight, let me tell you,’’
says Lou, glorying momentarily in
the memory of it all, “I wouldn’t have
missed it for anything. If I’d known
something like that was going on and
I wasn’t part of it, I just would have
died.”
The Velvet Cult: Warhol soon rent
ed a huge hall in the East Village
from the Polish National Home, re
christened it “The Exploding Plastic
Inevitable," and made the Velvet Un
derground the center of a show that
included flashing strobe lights, movies
flickering on the ceiling, and of course
the whole unbelievable crew of War
hol freaks. Slowly the Velvets ac
quired a growing crowd of fans, and
slowly those fans became almost fan
atical worshippers. One high-placed
devotee, convinced the Velvets were
on a par with the Beatles, made sure
Lou Reed got to ride around Manhat
tan for a day with Brian Epstein. And
in London, a young mime artist and
singer named David Bowie trooped
devotedly to His Master’s Voice rec
ord store and hunted through the
racks for new Velvet Underground
LP’s. Never had an East Coast group
developed such a devout following.
Wilting flowers of evil: But gradual
ly the poisons of insecurity, melan
choly, and outright mental derange
ment that gave the fluorescent flowers
of the Warhol scene their strange food
also began to take their toll. Sugar
Plum Fairy split for the West Coast
and went on welfare. Andy Warhol
began to Jook twenty years older than
his real age. And Reed left the Vel
vet Underground to begin a period of
“Exile and Great Pondering, lawsuits
and depression.”
Two years later Davd Bowie hov
ered intently over the dials of a studio
control room in London. On the other
side of the soundproof glass, David’s
arch-inspiration—Lou Reed—sang the
eleven songs that would mark his
entry into the new glam heavens—

songs that glittered with the sequined
shrapnel of Reed’s unbelievable past.
Good night, ladies: When the re
sulting
LP — Transformer — finally
emerged, at least one London reviewer
crowed that it was “the best album
I’ve ever heard, bar none.” It was
probably also the most trans-sexual.
But as Lou Reed traveled through
Britain talking to worshipful reporters
and wiggling, diving and whirling
through performances that would fre
quently set off as many as three en
cores, it became clear that he may
have been the pioneer of gay rock, but
—like Alice Cooper—he was really an
outsider looking in. In London, he
admitted that, “I identify with . . .
call it fags, I hate that word. I like
those people.” Then he confided that
he has written transvestite songs like
“Make Up” to help his gay friends ac
cept themselves. And in Dobbs Ferry,
as he looked back on the dark black
eye shadow and purple nail polish he
had worn while triumphantly touring
England, he decided it was time to
kick the gay-rock stage image good
bye. “It really was getting in the way
of the rock and roll,” said the man
who gave birth to glitter, glam and
sexual confusion lo those many years
ago. Then leaning forward with an air
of wistful impishness, he confessed,
“I really did love that green lipstick,
thminh ”
though.'
Lou Reed: Just before his current U.S.
tour, Lou crossed England like a con
quering hero home from the wars, greeted
by an avalanche of headlines and ap
plause.
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by Ed Naha

An A to Z listing
for the ravenous
record buyer.
Love it!

Worth one listen
at least.

Listen to it ’til the
grooves grow old.

Leave it!

Savory, but for
special tastes.
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The Bee Gees—
Life In A Tin Can
(RSO)
Rating: two ears

z | she Lennon Sisters of schlockA
rock have descended upon us
again, folks and guess what? They’ve
actually put together a pretty potent
package of powerful tunes. Harken
ing back to their “I Gotta Get A
Message To You” days, the Gibb
brothers have put together an LP
that is easy on the orchestration and
heavy on the rhythm section. And
what a rhvthm section! Jim Keltner
on drums, Alan Kendel on lead, and
Sneeky Pete on pedal steel lend their
fine musical talents to the acoustic
mood which highlights the Gibbs’
vocals. A welcome departure from the
soap-opera-ish albatrosses released by
the brothers of late, Life In A Tin
Can is chock full of vintage Bee Gees
sounds.

Paul Butterfield—
Better Days
(Bearsville)
Rat:ng: one ear
Someday,
maybe
in
rock heaven, Paul Butterfield’s hot
lipped harmonica playing and Mike

Bloomfield’s beautifully bloozy guitar
work will be united in magic music
that will be tagged “The Paul Butter
field Blues Band.” Ahhh, sheer rock
nirvana. Until that day, however,
blues boosters will have to be content
with Paul’s low-keyed blues powered
band, Better Days. Tinged with har
monica, slide guitar, piano and a few
horns. Better Days is a lopsided con
coction of delta blues and campy jug
band music . . . sort of a Jim Kweskin
Vs. Lightnin’ Hopkins affair. Oh well,
in any way, shape or form it’s good
to hear Paul playing again. So here’s
to Better Days . . . and better LPs
in the future.

■k.

Brewer and Shipley—
Rural Space (Buddah)
Rating: one foot

Mike Brewer and Tom
Shipley are two really
nice fellows who play really nice folk
rock music for really nice people to
listen to. They’ve been doing it for
years now and they could probably
play it in their sleep. As a matter of
fact, on this LP it sounds as if they
did. Like a bowl of day-old oatmeal,
there ain’t too much cookin’ on this
comatose country concoction. Some of
the collected stuff is lumpy to boot!
Jesse Winchester’s “Yankee Lady’’ is
pretty, but the rest of the melodies
make for tough siedaing. A great gift
for a long-suffering insomniac.

Eric Clapton—Clapton
(Polydor)
Rating: two ears

Another day, another
Eric Clapton record.
This collection of previously recorded
Clapton work boasts such stellar side
men as Delaney and Bonnie, Rita
Coolidge, Jim Gordon, Bobby Keyes,
Jim Price, Carl Radle, Leon Russell,
Steve Stills, Bobby Whitlock and Du
ane Allman. (Phew!) Clapton’s play
ing is practically flawless, as usual;
and while it is nice to hear old Eric's
“Bell Bottom Blues’’ and “Tell the
Truth” again, it would be nicer if they
could be kept on one Clapton disk
instead of being divided and multi
plied into a half dozen Clapton pack
ages. {Next Month'. A quadruple
Clapton set entitled Eric Eats, Sleeps,

Breathes and Plays “Sunshine Of
Your Love” While Delaney and Bon
nie Watch from Divorce Court and
Leon Russell Giggles. It might be a
bootleg item, so watch out for it.)

Pick of The Month
Free—Heartbreaker
(Island)
Rating: one heart

“MMMMM, take off
your hat and kick off
your shoes ... I know you ain’t go
ing anywhere,” sings out Paul Rodgers
with glee. Crash! Bam! Guitars whine
ominously. Keyboards howl. The fa
miliar sounding drums spring into
violent action. World War III? Nope,
just the first 45 seconds of the new
Free release. Free, who have had
more troubles in three years than most
bands have in thirty, finally got it
all together, and how sweet it is. Their
beautiful plodding rock sound has
been expanded to include a couple of
new members and the introduction of
prominent keyboard work. ’73's Free
really .gets it on with gut-pounding in
tensity. The first cut on the LP
(“Wishing Well”) has got to be con
sidered a Free classic, rivaling “All
Right Now” for sheer power. (The
title song and “Easy On My Soul”
ain’t chopped chicken liver either.)
Heartbreaker isn’t an LP that lives
up to its title. This is an album that
should have been called FREE AT
LAST!!

Judy Collins—True
Stories and Other
Dreams (Elektra)
Rating: two ears
As long as there is
some truth, goodness and light in this
ol* world, there will be a Judy Collins
to sing about it. Even if that statement
isn’t exactly true, it ought to be. Jud}'
has been dragging around her acoustic
guitar for about ten years now and
her style has practically remained un
changed. Soft strumming, a touch of
orchestration and mounds of willowy
vocals always make for a lush Collins
LP, and True Stories is no exception.
Highlighting this dreamy delight is an
emotionally charged version of Tom
Paxton’s violent look at Attica, “The
Hostage.” Judy Collins, touching both
the harsh realities of this world and
the soft idealistic memories of worlds
past, is truly a timeless artist of the
folk world.

I
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Derek and the
Dominos—In Concert
(RSO)
Rating: two ears
The most in-depth con
cert recording of Eric Clapton since
the live Cream epics of yesteryear,
Derek In Concert is a strong sampling
of blues-tinged rockers. The double
LP set features Eric on guitar, Jim
Gordon on drums, Bobby Whitlock
on keyboards and Carl Radle on bass
in a series of extended pieces that
trace the different aspects of Eric’s
multi-leveled career. A few ditties
from his early solo efforts (“Presence
of the Lord” a la Blind Faith and
“Bottle of Red Wine”) are coupled
with later Clapton compositions (“Tell
the Truth." “Why Does Love Got To
Be So Bad”) with ear-shattering re
sults. Eric's whining guitar has its
roots planted 100% in blues imagery,
and this In Concert set explodes with
its power.

The Guess Who—
Artificial Paradise
(RCA)
Rating: two ears
A rtifacial Paradise is a
melodic oasis concocted by Canada’s
and populated by genuGuess Who
....------t-u
inely inventive rock pieces. The
“standard" Guess Who sounding dem
ons of this plastic paradiso include
“Bye Bye Babe” and ' Rock and Roller
Steam." But the star boa5d®r?i of.!he
musical isle are the delightfully alien
Guess Who mutations, including a ca
lypso sounding "Follow Your Daugh
ter Home.” a mini pop epic Those

Don’t Overlook
These Disks

Aerosmith—
(Columbia)
Rating: one ear
Like a high flying shot
from
an
electrified
quiver, east coast quintet Aerosmith
hits the musical bullseye with a rip
roaring thud. Wallowing in the gritty
sounds of third generation “punk
rock,” the group really wails, using
only the essentials of rock. With cas
cading drum crashes, bubbling guitar
belches and cutting vocals, Aerosmith
generally manages to give the tried
and true rock formula a shot in the
arm with their semi-insane sound that
harkens back to the anything-goes
days of acid-rock. And folks, YOU
CAN DANCE TO IT TOO!

€

King Curtis and
Champion Jack
Dupree—Blues at
Montreux (Atlantic)
Rating: one mouth
Three months before his tragic
murder, King Curtis fused his sweet
sax sounds with the rough-house piano
playing of Champion Jack Dupree in
a massive jam at the Montreux Jazz
Fest of ’71. Blues at Montreux cap
tures the spontaneity and fun of the
meeting. Listening to Curtis belch out
his stacatto solos amidst Cornell DuShow Biz Shoes,” and a pseudo-African “Hamba Gahle-Usalang Gahle.”
Inhabited by high pitched vocals,
buzzing guitar licks and crazy rock
rhythms, Artifacial Paradise is a real
treat.

pree’s crisp guitar work and Jack’s
shuffling boogie beats and scattered
salty vocals is pure joy. The music
jerks to sudden stops and starts, Jack
makes up verses, skips bars and man
ages to send the band into musical
spasms on a number of occasions. But
it’s all fresh and it's all live. It’s all
blues too ... the happy kind. The
kind that witnesses the musical ex
change of ideas and spreads good
feeling wherever it goes.

I
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Risky Blues (King)
Rating: one mouth
&
This isn’t the type of
record to bring home .
to your mother, unless ‘
your mother is either very liberal or
a hooker. (Heh-Heh, calm down
gang.) Anyhow, the tunes in this
dungeon of savory snickers never
quite made it to AM radio, nor will
they in the future. All vintage R&B
stompers, the list of tunes boast such
catchy titles as “It Ain’t The Meat,”
“Something’s Gone Wrong With My
Lovin’ Machine,” “Don’t Stop Dan,”
"Wasn’t That Good,” and “Annie Had
A Baby.” Although a collector’s piece
of sorts, this LP will appeal only to
rhythm and blues die-hards or guys
who like to stand in alleys dressed in
trenchcoats and go “Yamawamma”
when little girls go by.

I

rain. New Hollies addicts may find
the trip worthwhile.

Claudia Linnear—
Phew (Warner Bros.)
Rating: one foot
Ex-Cocker and Russell
booster Claudia Linnear sure makes a hell of a lot of
noise for such a petite looking indi
vidual. Unfortunately, as evidenced
on Phew, not too much of it resembles
good music. Claudia’s first solo LP
is stuffed with deadening R&B torchers
that are as tepid as they are time con
suming. Claudia has a tremendous
voice, and the magnificent display of
Mad Dogs-ish dullness on this dud
docs her no justice. The one tune that
lends some credibility to the LP is
the single tune penned by Claudia her
self, the gently moving “Sister An
gela.” For the most part, though,
Claudia’s LP lives up to its name.
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The Hollies—Romany
(Epic)
Rating: one ear
Old rock legends never
die and, in the case of
the Hollies, they don't fade away,
either. The Hollies have been around
for a long time, changing members as
often as a chameleon changes hues;
yet they always retain the basic choirboy-ish Hollies sound. On Romany
the quintet takes the listener on a
melodic trip to a land brimming with
pleasant, but often unimpressive,
songs. For Hollies fans who can re
member the group’s “Bus Stop” days
with Messrs. Nash (pre Crosby-Stills
el al.) and Clarke (pre-solo career)
harmonizing heavenly, Romany may
prove to be a trek across barren ter

I
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Redd Foxx: “FIDDLER ON THE ROOF?
You gotta be a Jew to enjoy that one,”
he kiddingly baited his TV son.

Redd Foxx: TV's Lecherous Con Mon
Sanford And Son took twelve weeks to become
the hottest show on TV. So how come
making it big took Redd Foxx thirty-five years?
by Barbara Graustark

(IMK
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edd Foxx glided his powerful
JLV Cadillac into its specially marked
place between Flip Wilson's "Killer”
license-plated Rolls Royce and Demond (Lamont) Wilson’s tiny Fiat.
He nattily strutted across the NBC
parking lol. pushing back the cowboy
hat that shaded his eyes from the
hot Burbank sun. His gold medallion
flashed brightly in the sunlight,
swinging loosely against a checkered
blue cowboy shin and leather vest.
Like the mod sheriff of a bygone
era sauntering down to the local
saloon. Redd crossed the threshold
of Studio #3 for the taping of
Sanford And Son.
His amazing metamorphosis began
the minute he reached the stage. The
jaunty strut of the hearty actor
abruptly slowed to an arthritic limp.
His boomy baritone sharpened into
the whine of Fred Sanford's rheumy
twang. Off came the hip cowboy
garb, to be replaced by a pair of
frayed khaki trousers loosely held
over Sanford’s bulging tummy by
stretch suspenders. Where a snazzy
leather vest once fit snugly around
Redd’s wide shoulders, a worn under
shirt now hung beneath an open
cardigan sweater.
But if Redd Foxx’s physical regres
sion from hip actor into cantanker
ous. crafty Fred Sanford took a
matter of minutes to complete, it was
hardly faster than the rise of his hit
show. In fact, the show itself made
one of the fastest ascents into the
rating system's Top-10 in TV history.
Six weeks after the show premiered
on January 14th. 1972. it had climbed
into the Top 20. And a mere six
weeks later, while the inhabitants of
Sanford's Studio 3 arena were cele
brating their three-month anniversary,
the show zoomed up to the number
two spot, where it continues to reign
triumphant.
“Overnight” journey: But while so
ciologists were citing the show’s eth
nic appeal and big-wig network ex
ecutives were scheming rival lineups.
Redd Fox was resting up in his
Toluca Lake, California, home and
reflecting on the ironies of life. “It’s
funny,” Redd smiled sadly, "it only
took twelve weeks for the show to
be a hit. But it tookjne thirty-five
years toj imake it big.”
The fifty-year-old actor’s journey
toward superstardom began somewhat abruptly back in 1935 in Saint
Louis, Missouri, when the thirteenyear-old itinerant son of an electrician
dropped his school books and stuck
out his thumb. His run-away venture
eventually landed the youngster on
New York City street corner, play-

ing washtub in a washboard band
named The Five Hip Cals. The streets
of New York City would prove
Redd's first nightclub, and handouts
would support the band’s hand-tomouth existence for months. Finally,
their scrub-a-dub hijinks landed them
a second prize on a popular radio
show, and it was then that Redd de
cided to go professional, dropping his
real monicker—John Elroy Sanford—
for the stage name of Redd Foxx.
The “Redd” came from the red fox
of the well-known children’s tales.
And the Foxx, he claims, was pro
voked by baseball star Jimmy Foxx.
Vegas triumph: Soon after Redd’s
debut solo performance at a Las
Vegas nightclub, black businessman
“Dootsie” Williams caught the act
and signed the grizzly comic to a
record contract. Since the contract
was signed in 1956, Redd has re
corded forty-nine albums, selling
more than ten million copies in seven
teen years and establishing a repu
tation for “blue” humor that would
soon be his trademark. In a typical
Foxx gag, Redd would have a pretty
white girl serve him a drink onstage.
“Oh, you’re gorgeous, darlin’,” Redd
would tease the girl. “But I don’t
want a white woman. If I want a
while woman, may God strike me
down with polio!” Suddenly, Redd’s
body would slip out of joint, and
the comedian would hobble off stage.
In between Vegas appearances,
Redd found time to make his first
brief acting debut in Cotton Comes
To Harlem. The role he played would
later convince TV producers that
Redd Foxx was the man for Sanford
and Son.
No identity crisis: How did Foxx
identify with the lovable, lecherous
Sanford? Says Redd, “The character
I’m playing is a natural, pretty much
like I’d be if I were 65. Being the
kind of comedian I am, I always try
to become a part of the story I’m
telling anyway, so doing the show
falls into the same area. It’s really
not a whole new thing for me, but
I didn’t realize it until I’d done the
first few shows.”
Critics have commented on Redd’s
natural style and ease with the part;
one even suggested that John Sanford
can chew his ham hocks and blackeyed peas, then saunter across the
garbage-laden room with all the
aplomb of “Louis XIV at Versailles.”
But Redd had serious thoughts on the
side of life that Sanford portrays—
life in the slums of South Central
Los Angeles. “It’s a side of life that
TV hasn’t shown much,” he claims.
“But don’t forget, there are more

people like Sanford in this country at
home watching TV than there are like
the folks you see on other TV shows.
These people can relate to the warmth
of our show, to the small things that
we’re happy with. I’m happy and contf t here in my room next to my
junkyard. I’m 65. I’ve got my own
business. I don’t need or want help
from anybody. The only message
we’ve got, if we have one, is that this
is the way people live.”
Playful punches: But few shows
manipulate as powerful a punch as
Sanford and Son. Playing with and
around prejudices, using crafty ex
cuses and ruses to keep his hapless
son at home with him, Foxx slowly
guides his famous one-liners into
streams of un-self-conscious laughter.
When two policemen question San
ford about a gang of thieves that
held him up, their first question is:
"Were they colored?” "Yeah,” says
Sanford, pausing, then slowly sinking
in the dig—"White!”
And he is al his best as an engaging
con artist when he baits his son,
Lamont. One episode shows Lamont
trying to escape the poverty-filled life
of the junkman. "What if I have a
heart attack,” Sanford whines, “and
have to call the doctor? You know
I can’t dial the phone with my
arthritis!”
No more “jive”: Before 1971,
blacks on television were barely vis
ible—and if they were visible, they
were more white than black. Few
television fans remember back to
1968, when Chrysler Motors tried
unsuccessfully to censor a segment
of a Petula Clark special—because
her hand rested briefly on the black
shoulder of guest star, Harry Belafonte.
Today, every new show has its own
ethnic identity, and censorship limi
tations on raunchy language are neb
ulous. Thus, Redd Foxx has a free
hand in changing hackneyed phrases
to contemporary black slang. Black
families with white upper-class airs
become "jive niggers” . . . and the
"honky” is to Sanford what “Po
lack” is lo Archie Bunker. But the
changes have been a long time
coming.
"You know, it’s really funny,”
Redd says. "Suddenly I’ve got a lot
of future. I’ve been working thirty-five
years to get three or four weeks work
in a row. It was only ten or twelve
years ago that I began to get work in
white night clubs. So I hope this
show goes on forever ... but what
took them so long to discover me?”
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Focus is Jan Akkerman,
Thijs van Leer, Pierre van der
Linden, and Bert Ruiter
They’re the Dutch masters of
progressive rock.
So far. Focus has absolutely
destroyed Europe. England’s
"Melody Maker" voted them the
’brightest hope of 1972', and
"New Musical Express" named
them this year’s hottest new
group

"Moving Waves” i§ the
current Focus album that’s
riding the crest of incredible
success in England, gathering
strength as it crosses the ocean
It’s on the charts there, and it’s
on the charts here. It features a
remarkable classical jazz, rock
fusion, and the i.nventive hit
single, "Hocus Pocus", where
you even hearyodling, Dutch
style!

"Focus 3 ", the newest 2
record set. featuring England's
hit single. "Sylvia' .has already
joined "Moving Waves" on the
British charts. And now it’s
available, here
At the height of the British
frenzy, they're leaving Europe
On March 2nd, Focus arrives
here to begin a major six week
nationwide tour
Get into Focus'

FOCUS ON SIRE RECORDS »
Distributed by Famous MusicJDorporation
A Gulf + Western Company
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new nork
by Janis Schacht
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Johnny Winter
Comes Out
Of Wraps
TT'or
or two long years he was the
r subject of gossip, distant rev
erence and awed reminiscence. It was
common knowledge that he had fled
the footlights and committed himself
to a hospital in Texas; but his fans
wondered why he had deserted them,
and whether he would ever return
to the stage again. Now, suddenly,
pale guitar idol Johnny Winter is
back in New York with a new LP—
called Still Alive And Well—and
plans for an April 1st through 15th
tour. The album was recorded in New
York with Todd (“I Saw The Light”)
Rundgren on mellotron, ex-Winter
band member Randy Hobbs on bass,
Richard Hughes on drums, and for
mer White Trash glamor king Rick
Derringer behind the controls. It in
cludes the Stones’ “Let It Bleed,” the
Beach Boys’ “There’s A Riot Going
On,” and a set of original songs
written especially for the comeback.
What will the new stage act Johnny
performs with Hobbs and Hughes be
like ? Says his manager, “It will just
be . . . well, it’ll just be Johnny!”

• Jefferson Airplane’s next album
will be a live one. The album was
recorded during the group’s last tour
in Chicago and at Winterland in San
Francisco. There is a good chance
that ex-Airplane member Marty
Balin will be on the album, since
Marty showed up for the Winterland
gig and performed several songs with
the group. Could be a great return
to the golden age of the Airplane.
• Black Sabbath was signed to
appear at the Ngaruawahia Festival
near Auckland, New Zealand, later
in the month of January. This ap
pearance was the first time an Eng
lish band had played that festival.
After playing several Australian con
certs, the group returned to London.
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Paul McCartney: U.S.
locked out his body,
tapes.

authorities have
but not his TV

Paul Aims For
The TV Screen
Paul McCartney and Wings have
had visa problems relating to their
entry into the United States, where
they would like to perform. So, in
the meantime, Paul will be coming
to us via the television airwaves.
Dwight Hemming and Gary Smith
will produce a one hour Paul McCart
ney special for airing in May on ABC
television. The show will be taped
in London in approximately six
weeks.

• While former Mountain-men Les
lie West and Corky Laing bounced
into London to record their second
platter with Jack Bruce, ex-Mountain
virtuoso bassist and producer Felix
Pappalardi has gone into another
British studio to see how he’ll make
out on disk now that he’s on his own.
He’s producing the first album of a
new group called The Beast, con
ceived and led by former Procol
Harum lead guitarist David Ball.

• Marc Bolan has been writing an
animated story for television based
on the characters in T. Rex compo
sitions. Marc has been negotiating
with the firm which animates the
Jackson
5
cartoons.
Meanwhile,
Marc’s movie, “Born To Boogie,”
directed by Ringo Starr, should be
released in the U.S. soon. Visiting
Andy Warhol’s Factory in New York
recently, Marc was asked about the
competition and comparisons between
him and David Bowie. “David isn’t
nearly as big as I am. I could see
Rod Stewart or Mick Jagger, but
Bowie isn’t big enough for me to be
bitchy about.”

• Back in December, the inter-sexual
superman of glam rock, David Bowie,
implied to a pack of reporters gath
ered in a New York studio that he
had a three-phase masterplan for
the future of his career. When David
appeared onstage at New York’s
Radio City Music Hall February 14,
a possible part of that masterplan
slipped out of the bag. With David
was a radically expanded Spiders
from Mars, boosted from three men
to eleven. But David would only ex
plain why he added one of the new
musicians—the guitarist. “I wanted
to concentrate on singing and per
forming,” said the former mime
artist. “The guitar has rooted me
onstage for far too long.”

Oklahoma Hassles
Leon Russell
Leon Russell, having trouble in
Oklahoma, has had to return to Los
Angeles to hide out for a bit. Seems
the townies were bothering Leon
non-stop and calling him a dope
dealer, which he is not. He just
makes good music, and that’s all,
folks.

• Flash gave a party at Philhar
monic Hall’s Green Room after a re
cent concert date there, and the
groupies outnumbered the guests,
press, staff and group members com
bined. They must be doing some
thing right.

• There were strong rumors that
The New York Dolls, upon returning
from England, would be signed to
Sticky Fingers—the Rolling Stones
label—and produced by Mick Jagger.
On a recent short visit to New York,
Mick admitted that he had gone to
see the Dolls in England but that
“they did nothing for me. Whenever
I go see a group, I ask myself after
wards what they did forr me, and the
Upon returning
Dolls did nothing.” Upt
from England to New York, The
Dolls made a return appearance at
the Mercer Street Center, and
amongst those in the packed-to-capacity audience were Atlantic’s presi
dent Ahmet Ertegun and Columbia’s
president Clive Davis. Both execu
tives left before the set was over,
and no record deal has yet been an
nounced.
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Leon Russell: Fled his home state after
a grand jury grilled him on nonexistent
“drug connections."

The Who Chew
On New Music
The Who returned to the recording
studios in London on January 15th
to start on a much-awaited new LP.
Peter Rudge, the group’s manager,
doubted that the group’s current hit
single, “The Relay,” would be on
the album. But back in England,
Peter Townshend’s friends have been
buzzing that the new work may be
a conceptual masterpiece on a par
with Tommy.
Pete Townshend: Giving birth to a mas
terwork mightier than TOMMY?

• Ten Years After is rumbling loudly
through Germany, Holland and Paris
laying down the tracks for a live LP
slated to see the light of day this
May.

Union

by Kenneth Howards

• The sloop John D. lay at anchor
on the Thames River. Resting on its
deck was a black coffin painted with
glitter-encrusted stars. Sealed in the
cardboard casket’s interior were an
old single, a press photo, and a brass
plaque—all commemorating the imag
inary demise- of former Jesus Christ
Superstar bit player Paul Raven.
Meanwhile the real Paul Raven stood
by with an oddly costumed crowd,
smilingly waiting for his past to
disappear beneath the waves. In Eng
land, the renamed Raven had finally
broken the barrier to stardom with
a sell-out show at the renowned Pal
ladium, a sparkling gold-suited image
and a new name—Gary Glitter. And
in the States, he had won a hit last
summer with the throbbing tribal
drums of “Rock & Roll, Part II.”
As the coffin bearing Paul Raven’s
ill-fated remains was shoved over the
edge and disappeared into the murky
depths, Gary Glitter turned to the
top-hatted blond next to him and
remarked, “That’s Paul Raven all
over. Always sank to the bottom.”

Glitter Throws
His Past
In The River

London Goes
Bonkers
Over Heep
When the curtain went up on the
opening night of Uriah Heep's most
recent British tour, critics who had
sometimes sneered that the group
were out and out con men were flabdiscover
I bergasted to o
--------- that
----- the
— crowd
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Tull Tumbles Into
LP Delays
T?irst Ian Anderson and the merry
jT
men of Jethro Tull secluded
themselves behind the mammoth
walls of France’s Strawberry Studios,
hidden from the eyes of reporters
and managers alike. (When
*
they
talked to outsiders, it was only to
answer telephone calls from their
record company’s London office with
curt statements that the resulting LP
would be called Passion Play and
would be out this month.) Then, a
little over four weeks ago, they did
it again. Announcing that the new
LP would not be ready for the pub
lic’s ears until April, they cloistered
themselves in the dignified old houses
occupied by London’s Morgan Stu
dios and began intensively reworking
Passion Play’s innards. When they
finally trundled off to tour Europe
in early March, they announced that
they would soon return to England’s
loggy shores. The reason: to rehearse
for a May tour of the States, during
which they would at last introduce
the music and onstage shenanigans
of Passion Play to the world. Does
that mean the new LP is finished?
Tull fans can only hope the answer
is yes.

vwwvwwwv
packed into London’s Rainbow Thea
ter did not agree with them one bit.
Less than three songs into the show,
the audience was already giving the
group standing ovations. And while
Mick Box tossed his guitar fifteen
feet into the air and David Byron
was dragged off the stage by the
outstretched hands of the enthusiasts
crammed against the foot of the
platform, one critic hastily scribbled
in his notebook a new term, “Heepmania.”

Cat Stevens: Cat admitted CATCH BULL
had scared him to death; then he flew
off to a Jamaican studio and began
another album.

Cat Was
Squeamish
“I have an inner confidence,” said
invited
Cat Stevens when he finally in
a British reporter to his quiet Lon
don house and publicly discussed
Catch Bull At Four for the first time
since it came out this fall. But as
Cat opened un, it became apparent
that his confidence is often under
mined by insecurity. “Can’t Keep It
In” had taken the Cat over forty
hours of recording and re-recording
before he considered it finished. But
even then, he had been unsure of its
quality and had thought of making
more changes. “After I’d finished
Catch Bull At Four, I was really
scared, almost petrified,
,
_ ” he confided. “Should I do this, should I do
that? Eventually I said, ‘No, that’s
the way it is. Don’t deny the spon
taneity of what it is. Don’t try and
hide anything.’ ” But despite the
dark-eyed half-Greek’s uncertainties
about his newest LP. he remains un
daunted. “It’s time,” he says deter
minedly, “I made another album.”

A SPECTRE IS HANTING AMERICA,,,
THE BLUE OYSTER CVLT
"TYRANNY AND MUTATION

KC 32017

The new Blue Oyster Cult album,
"Tyranny and Mutation,"featuring:
"The Red & the Black"
"O.D.’d on Life Itself"
"Hot Rails to Hell"
"/Screaming DizBusters"
"Baby Ice Dog"
"WingsWetted Down"

“Teen Archer”
"Mistress of the Salmon Salt"
The Blue Oyster Cult's nightmarish
first album hit Top 10 of 1972
listsail over—including:
The Village Voice, Creem, Fusion.
On Columbia Records . and Tapes

west coast

by Jacoba Atlas

Rock Bug Bites TV ... Hard!
A year ago, TV executives were
shunning rock music as if it were a
leper with the London flu. Aside from
a half-hearted romance with Rolling
On The River and a brief flirtation
with rocksters like Paul McCartney
or James Taylor on the variety
shows, the network heavies wanted
nothing to do with the beat of the
Jolted Generation. Then last summer
Dick Cavett’s ratings went into a
deathly slump, and ABC television’s
best brains began to search frantic
ally for something that could bring
their late night programming back
to life. To their surprise, they dis
covered that one wonder drug was
rock. ABC’s first Friday night In
Concert broadcast, starring Alice
Cooper, not only drew in more view
ers than earlier experiments with
Helen Reddy: The wispy Australian spear- comedy and Broadway musicals, it
headed NBC-TV’s jump into music-mania, got more attention from prospective
Ever since they first toured the
States with Jethro Tull in 1971, Yes
have complained . that their albums
do not really reflect the kind of music
they perform onstage. Two years and
two gold LP’s later, they’re finally
getting to do something about it. At
London’s Advision Studio, they just
finished mixing a gargantuan threeLP, live album called Yessongs.
The album captures the group per
forming nearly all the music on The
Yes Album, Fragile, and Close To
The Edge before stamping, applaud
ing audiences in America and Lon
i, Yes
x es
don. As if that weren’t enough,
flew off to Tokyo March 5 and began
a staggering five-continent, threemonth tour that will take them to
Australia, New Zealand, the U.S. and
even the rock wilderness of Brazil.
As keyboard whiz Rick Wakeman
exclaimed not long ago, “there just
aren’t the places to play in Britain.”

Yes's Three Disk
Colossus

sponsors than Johnny Carson’s To
night Show. Why? Because it at
tracted a heftier slice of the coveted
yea r old market. Now NBC
18-49 year
has decided that its late night pro
gramming can also use a shot of
music. A few weeks ago, they began
to devote the one A.M. Saturday
night slot ordinarily relegated to
droning ministers and blustering
hucksters to a new one-and-a-half
hour program dubbed Midnight Spe
cial. The opening programs—which
starred the likes of Helen Reddy,
Mamma Cass, David Clayton Thomas,
War and the Everly Brothers—were
more a mixture of Top Forty and
Golden Oldies than the rival net
work’s Grand Funk and Edgar Win
ter-laden shows. But as one rock
loving spokesman at NBC sighed,
“The top men here still think that
Bobby Darin is what’s happening.”

Studio in L.A. to watch the sessions
between David Crosby and the origi
nal Byrds. Stills was struck by the
urge to play once again with his old
partners, and before long he, David
and Graham had begun dropping in
on each other and talking about a
reunion in the studio. Then last
month David Crosby and Graham
Nash packed up their instruments
and drove off to Stephen’s house in
Colorado to rehearse for a new LP
—their first together since Crosby,
Stills & Nash emerged in the middle
of 1969. The album should come out
toward the end of April.
Meanwhile, rumors appeared in
Stephen Stills: David and Graham drove London’s music papers that Neil
off to Stills’ house in Colorado and re Young would also be joining the
hearsed for their first record as a three reunited threesome. But Neil was
some in nearly four years.
off on a four month tour that still
has another few weeks to go. He
TT'or the first tiipe since they rewas also emotionally caught up in the
J’ leased Four Way Street nearly
release of his new film. Journey
two years ago, the world’s most onThrough The Past (which debuted
again-off-again superstar group is
in L.A. and New York during mid
back together and headed toward a
February). And he was still writing
fresh LP. That’s right! Crosby, Stills,
songs for his upcoming album. When
Nash & Young are reunited . . .
asked whether Young might actually
without Young. It all began when
get together with CS&N once more,
Stephen Stills, the man who reported
Neil’s manager, Eliot Roberts, could
ly said that he wouldn’t return to
only answer, “It’s always a realistic
CSN&Y until the others stopped sus
possibility, but I really don’t know
pecting him of sabotaging their
what his plans are.”
songs, dropped in at Wally Heider’s

Stills Slips Back To
Crosby And Nash
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• In Singapore a dedicated squadron
of officials from the anti-vice squad
broke into a musty warehouse and
indignantly seized three hundred
of the Jefferson Airplane’s
copies cf
latest LP, Long John Silver. The
led gold hx-*’’,e
album had just turned
LmrJ^vrS
tOr>
States, but the fumii
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founding
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• Paul Simon is in the studio work
ing on his second solo album for
Columbia, and Art Garfunkle is still
recording his first solo album—over
a year in the making—this one fea
turing songs by Randy Newman,
Jim Webb and Paul Williams.

Iggy Stooge: The ace punk rocker stop
ped dead, afraid that Jagger would steal
his songs.

Iggy Stops
For A Stone
His platinum blond dyed hair is
streaked with blue. He jumps off the
edge of the stage and pulls the hair
of the girls in the front row. He sits
on their boy friends’ laps, scampers
back onstage, and tortures himself
with stinging slaps. He’s Iggy Stooge,
and he’s back on the road this month,
breaking a twenty-two month with
drawal from public sight. But a short
while back, when the deliberately
perverse whirlwind was recording his
new LP, Raw Power, in a cavernous
L.A. studio, he suddenly stopped his
feverish movements and refused to
sing. The reason ? He had just been
told that Mick Jagger was recording
down the hall, and was afraid the
sly Stone would rip off his licks.

• A move is afoot in this country
for professional people to donate one
day’s salary to rebuild the hospital
destroyed by U.S. bombing raids on
Hanoi. So far over 500 businessmen
and women and teachers have do
nated one day’s salary, and now a
record store in Palo Alto has offered
to give one day’s receipts to the
cause after talking with Joan Baez
who recently came back from the
bombed city.

'c<kt

• First American bluesman Howlin’
Wolf flew over to London to record
a supersession. Then came Muddy
Waters, B.B. King and Chuck Berry.
Now for the first time one of the
white founding fathers of 50’s rock &
roll has gone to the U.K. to make
a record with the kids who grew up
on his records. Jerry Lee Lewis, who
rivaled Elvis for fame in 1956, went
to London’s Advision Studios to
pound the piano like a trip-hammer
fueled with lightning while young
sters like the Faces’ Kenny Jones,
Procol Harum's Matthew Fisher, for
mer Humble Pieman Peter Frampton,
and George Harrison’s cohort Klaus
Voorman alternately watched with
reverence and picked, plonked and
pummeled their instruments. Lewis
and his fame-filled back-up band put
together tight, tempestuous rendi
tions of material by everyone from
Creedence Clearwater to Leadbelly.
But when it came to recording the
Stones’ “Satisfaction.” Jerry unex
pectedly balked. “Mick did that one
so good, me singing it would be like
sticking a greasy noodle up some
critter’s rump.”
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?per with the London flu. Aside fi
half-hearted romance with Rolli
The River and a brief flirtatn
-ocksters like Paul McCartrJ
hose are the twenty LP’s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype,
the over-promotion, the publicity don’t mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart.
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It is compiled directly from

letters sent by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an
LP is shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart.)

1(2)
★ 2(4)
3(1)
4(5)

★ 5(8)
6(3)
7 (10)
" (16)
★ 8
9(7)
★ 10 (14)

Black Sabbath—Volume IV
11 (11)
Alice Cooper—School’s Out
12 ( 9)
Jethro Tull—Living In The Past
13 (12)
David Bowie—Rise and Fall of
14 ( 6)
Ziggy Stardust
15 (15)
Uriah Heep—Magician's Birthday
16 (17)
Yes—Close To The Edge
West, Bruce & Laing—Why Doncha ★ 17 (—)
•
18 (13)
Grand Funk Railroad—Phoenix
Ten Years After—Rock & Roll
19 (—)
Music To The World
Mott The Hoople—All The Young
20 (—)
Dudes

A selection of the most-played LP’s
and singles as monitored off the air
by CIRCUS listening posts. The top
FM rock stations this month Include:
WNEW-FM
KSAN-FM
KMET-FM
WNCR-FM
CHUM-FM
WKTK-FM

New York City
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Cleveland
Toronto
Baltimore

Cat Stevens—Catch Bull At Four
T. Rex—Slider
Moody Blues—Seventh Sojourne
Emerson, Lake & Palmer—Trilogy
Deep Purple—Machine Head
Rod Stewart—Never A Dull
Moment
Carly Simon—No Secrets
JethroTu||_Thjck AsA Brjck
Edgar Winter—They Only Come Out
At Night
Deep Purple—Who Do We Think
We Are

1 Stealers Wheel
2 Rock and Roll Gypsies—Vinegar
Joe
3 Shoot Out at Fantasy Factory—
Traffic
4 Don’t Shoot Me I’m Only the Piano
Player—Elton John
5 Prelude—Deodato
6 Romany—The Hollies
7 Bellbottom Blues—Eric Clapton
8 From Bevond the Grave—Amazing
Spider Man
9 Life and Times—Jim Croce

10 Doug Sahm & His Band
11 Jerry Jeff Walker
12 Somebody Else’s Troubles—
Steve Goodman
13 The Great Lost Kinks Album—
The Kinks
14 Aerosmith—Aerosmith
15 Do You See What I See—Barkays
16 Split Ends—The Move
17 Heartbreaker—Free
18 Slayed—Slade
19 One Night Stand—Paul Stookey
20 Pride—Sylvers

To make sure that your favorite albums make It on the CIRCUS Top Twenty, fill out the ballot below with the names
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10017.

1
2

3
Your name

Address

Age

$3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3

BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about
the days when Paul was hounding
him with a lawsuit.
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newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you’d been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who’s
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.
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ROCK N ROLL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
{"Mail to:

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that “I’m Going
Home" is not where Ten Years After
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L.A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.
And xyou could have missed it all.
You could have gotten to the

4
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I
I
I P.O. Box 4552, Grand Central Station
I
I
} New York, N.Y. 10017
I
I
{ Enclosed is $.............................................
I
I Please rush my subscription.
I
I
{□$6—1 year
0310-2 years
I
I
Age
{ Name . .
I
I
I Address
I
{ City . .
I
| StAtP
Zip
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Jagger Nearly Nude For Charity
by Jacoba Atlas and Howard Bloom
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When Jagger tossed his cape and mask
aside, he revealed that he had flung him
self Into the vanguard of the glitter gener
ation. His fluffed out hair was cut short;
his face was resplendent with blue eye
shadow and sequins; and even his shoes
were gleaming with rhinestones.

Thirteen days before the L.A. concert,
Mick and his panic-stricken wife had flown
to Managua to search for Bianca’s mother.
They found that she had clawed her way
out of the ruins of her house . . . miracu
lously unharmed.

I

I

Mick peeled his belt off to lash the stage
as he encored with "Midnight Rambler.'*
Then at two A.M., while Joni Mitchell,
David Crosby, Ryan O'Neal, and the others
In the crowd filed out of the echoing
stadium, an evangelist with a loudspeaker
truck shouted "There’s too much rock &
roll in the world and not enough of the
Bible." Peculiarly inappropriate last words
on a concert that had netted hundreds of
thousands of dollars for charity.
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XT 7'hen the Rolling Stones announced
W they wanted to give a benefit
concert for the victims of the Nica
raguan earthquake all hell broke loose
in Los Angeles. For almost ten days,
radio deejays went wild with debates
about the on-again ofl-again concert.
Would the visas/work permits come
through? A scheduled press confer
ence to be held by promoter Bill Gra
ham and Stones’ press man Gary
Stromberg fizzled out at the last mo
ment when word was sent that Gra
ham had missed his plane. That state
ment fooled no one in the press:
something was obviously holding up
the work permits. When word arrived
that the concert would finally come
off, throngs of kids lined up at the
Forum vowing to camp out all night
for a chance at one of the 18,000
tickets scaled from $100 to $10.
Several nights later, a pouring win
ter rain lashed the sidewalks outside
the Forum. Inside, Santana finished a .

spirited, hour-long set and Cheech
and Chong whipped through thir
ty minutes of earthquake jokes. Then
the stage went dark for what seemed
like an eternity as the production crew
labored furiously to set up an elabo
rate montage of apparatus that in
cluded, among other things, an eightfoot -high white backwall crowned by
a strip-show-style ramp studded with
rows of footlights. The strippers’ cat
walk was a portent of things to come.
Suddenly the lights went up and
four familiar figures sauntered onto
the stage. There was a frenzied roar as
18,000 electrified fans scrambled to
their feet and clambered to the tops
of their chairs. Then a foreboding fig
ure moved into the spotlight swirling
a black cape and wearing a pointed
Victorian mask over his eyes. With
one hand he tossed the cape aside,
with the other fie flung off th<^ mask.
It was the Satanic Majesty himself . . .
Mick Jagger.
•

1

Two days after the concert for Nicaragua,
the Stones’ already-sold-cut tour of Japan
was stopped cold. The Japanese govern
ment barred the Jagger gang from the
country because they had been “convicted .
of narcotics offenses in a foreign country.
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by Janis Schacht

The BowieBolan Battle
“Bowie is a lame brain,”
snapped Marc Bolan
over a year ago.
“Bolan’s prissy and fey,”
Bowie snapped back.
’ I ' he summer of 1969 was a nonA eventful one musically, but it was
during that summer that the germs
of what was to eventually become this
year's hottest pop controversy were
sown. While most of the populace of
the British Isles were happily singing
along with The Beach Boys’ “Break
away” and Love Affair's “Bringing
On Back The Good Times,” shop win
dows all over London were advertis
ing a single called “Space Oddity” by
a spikey-haired, spooky-looking man
named David Bowie. The posters em
phasized a strangely cosmic-style halo
crowning Bowie’s golden blondness.
A little to the right of this ad, an al
bum was prominently displayed show
ing two rather passive looking gentle
men. Their LP was titled Unicom.
The two gentlemen? They were called
Tyrannosaurus Rex. Though Rex had
a minor hit with “King Of The Rum
bling Spires” and Bowie soared to
Number One with “Space Oddity,” it
would be a full year before anything
revolutionary would happen for Bo
lan's crew and two years before Da
vid would race to his place at Bolan’s
side.
In a rare interview in 1969, Bolan
explained to a reporter who question
ed him about his new title, “Mr. Uni
sex,” “Sexually, I believe that one
should love what one loves, and I
quite enjoy the Greek idea of two
warriors going to war and mentally
being very close—they didn't actually
screw each other on the battlefield,
but mentally they were really into
each other—and they had wives who
borc them children.”
Who was Marc's co-warrior? “I’ve
been playing on David Bowie’s new
record,” Marc continued, referring to
Bowie’s “The Prettiest Star,” “be
cause I really dig David. I like his
songs and we have a very good head
thing . . . but we don’t make love.
To make love wouldn’t be repulsive
to me ... it would just be a bit of a
borc . . . and it’d hurt.”
Slings and arrows: But the rela
tionship Marc and David have waded
into during the last few months docs
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more than just hurt. It makes head
lines. Two-inch banners in the British
music papers scream “Bolan on the
Bowie War,” “Bowie On Bolan” and
“Bolan vs. Bowie.” Extensive articles
play up knife-stabbing quotes by the
formerly loving warriors. “David
doesn’t even know what he is. He
steals identities ... I create them,”
Bolan snapped recently. “Bolan isn’t
camp. He’s prissy and fey and en
grossed in his own image,” Bowie re
torted in a reciprocal interview. Marc
shot back by giving a new title to
Bowie’s “glam rock.” The new mon
icker? “Sham rock!” Why did such a
close friendship break down in such
acrimonious rhetoric? No one, not
even Marc and David, can pin down
the answer with 100% accuracy.
Marc and David together: Da
vid, who once described himself as
inarticulate, is at least quite clear on
how the Bolan and Bowie friendship
began. Way back in 1968, he’d done
a tour with Tyrannosaurus Rex as
a mime performer. “We’d sit at op
posite ends of the room, just looking
at each other. It was a very moody
thing, I suppose, on an infantile level.
We were terribly polite to each other
all the time. I’d never say we are in
competition with each other ’cause
we’re at different ends of the spec
trum.”
A year later the two innovators
from the opposite ends of the spec
trum had met in the middle . . . and
enjoyed it. Both of them were flushed
with their first taste of success. Bowie
had watched in amazement as his
"Space Oddity” rocketed to the top
of the charts; and Bolan had stood by
with a mixture of impatience and
elation as his “King of the Rumbling
Spires” drifted into the lower reaches
of the top forty. Then Bolan agreed
to join Bowie in the studios, and told
reporters excitedly that the two had
developed their “greek warrior” style
closeness.
The warriors attempt to conquer
America: Less than two years later, in
early 1971, David Bowie had slunk
into total obscurity. His songs were
unbought. His face was all but forgot
ten. Meanwhile, Bolan had become
one of Britain’s fastest rising stars.
"Ride A White Swan” had hit number
one, and “Hot Love” and "Bang A
Gong” would soon do the same. That
winter/ when Marc and David made
their first major ventures to America,
they were more than willing to speak
about each other . . . but their tone
of warmth had somehow cooled.
Bowie arrived in New York first. In
the dead of winter David, housed in
the Holiday Inn down near the Hud
son River, was discovering America.
At this point, T. Rex-tasy was still a

David Bowie: As Bolan and Bowie gained
a fresh burst of fame with their new LP’s,
it seemed perverse that they were still
reduced to spewing knife-stabbing quotes.

Marc Bolan: Sitting with hts scotch and
coke in a London pub recently. ’ Bolan
said his first kind words v about DaA/id
Bowie in nearly three years.:,.
/
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tiny gleam in some press agent’s eye,
but as David sat listening to a tape
of a TV documentary called “London
In Rock” on which Marc had philo
sophized about how a muse feeds riffs
into his soul, David blushed. “Marc’s
lyrics aren’t at all important to him,”
David explained, “it’s the sounds of
the words. He chooses his words by
deciding whether or not he likes the
way they sound together.” Yet only
days later, David revealed to another
American journalist that Marc Bolan
was still his only friend in the music
business.
When two months later T. Rex
landed in Gotham, Bolan was asked
about Bowie and immediately took a
defensive attitude. He explained that
David had all the potential in the
world but he didn’t think he’d ever
figure out how to use it. Six months
later (September, 1971) with still no
signs of Bowie’s reemergence from ob
scurity, Bolan told Circus: “I think
David Bowie is a lame-brain. The
guy’s a jiver. He’s into getting an
effect from people, but he doesn’t
know how to do it. It’s an art. He’ll
never do it because he doesn’t have
the interest.”
Finally, as Bowie put the finishing
touches to his new LP, Aladdin Sane
(on RCA Records), he tried to blame
the fusillade of insults on the media’s
love of gossip, and begged for an end
to the strafing that has torn the two
apart since the warm days when Marc
called them loving Greek swordsmen.
“Darling, they’re trying to start a war
between us,” read an agonized tele
gram Bolan reported receiving from
Bowie late last summer. “The whole
press thing has pulled us apart ter
ribly over the last year,” an obviously
distraught David explained to a stub
born reporter at a New York press
conference this winter, “and it con
founds and upsets me. Marc is a very
nice person, and it would be very
nice to be friends with him again.”
Yet when Bolan finished off his new
LP— TANX
(on Warner
Bros. Records)—and prepared for a
major assault on the U.S. (due to
take place during the next few weeks),
he was still slinging verbal brickbats.
This time, however, the sticks and
stones were mixed with one or two pos
sibly conciliatory words, words which
could show that Bolan, too, is tired
of the slugging and is finally willing
to make peace. “I haven’t seen David
for a year,” Bolan told a London re
porter, “He’s a great writer. I think
he’s being used, but that's only my
opinion. He has badmouthed me in
the press, but only to make himself a
bigger star. I wish him only good.”
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